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INSIDE: Heath High School Shooter Hopes To Get New Trial
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Calloway's
industrial
community
keeps growing
Property for
plant sites
becoming
scarce here
By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
In a time when manufacturing
jobs are being cut and unemployment is on the rise, manufacturing
in Calloway County is doing just the
opposite.
"In terms of manufacturing, we
are now back or slightly above
where we were when Mattel
announced they were closing." said
Mark Manning, director of the
County
M urray-Calloway
Development
Economic
Corporation. "It's a testament to the
kind of community we have that
people want to come here."
Manning spoke at a special session of the Calloway County Fiscal
Court last Ingtit at thr Mt^antiRescue Station here.
Three years ago, when Mattel
announced it was closing its doors.
Manning said Murray lost 40 percent of its manufacturing jobs.
Since then, such companies as Pella
and Webasto have decided to open
plants in Calloway County, adding
jobs and boosting the economy.
But with such growth. the county
will soon be out of industrial property.

Manning
spoke to the
about
board
appointing an
Economic
Development
Authority that
could help with
that issue when
the time comes.
Manning
real
"The
the
for
challenge
future is going to be developing
additional property as we move forward," he said."We're almost out of
industrial property right now. When
we get to that point, I think having
an authority appointed by the county can be a big help."
The authority would also make it
possible for the corporation to purchase construction materials without having to pay sales tax and
would allow them to issue industrial
revenue bonds.
The board agreed to consider
appointing an authority. More discussion is expected at the fiscal
court's next regular session once
members have had the opportunity
to review a model ordinance.
- In other news:
•The board reviewed the budget for the 2004-2005 fiscal year. It
included a 2 percent salary increase
for county employees and a 2 percent increase in the general allotment for parks. The budget was
approved on the first reading. A secad reading will be held at the next
regular session of the board.

IN See Page 2A

County school
board plans
announcement
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board of Education will make an announcement
concerning the search for a new superintendent Calloway County Schools
during its monthly meeting Thursday, according to a press release Tuesday.
No other details were available regarding the meeting's announcement.
Calloway Superintendent Dr. Larry Salmon
announced his retirement in April and vowed to honor
his contratt which expires on June 30. That day will
mark the end of a 34-year career in education for Dr.
Salmon, 58, who is an alumnus of Calloway County
High School.
Salmon has held the superintendent's position for six
years in his home district after serving Fulton City
as superintedeni
Schools
Salmon
The process of finding Dr. Salmon's replacement
meetwas put into motion following his announcement at the April 8 board
ing. Within a little more than two weeks, a screening committee, consisting
classiof a school board member, school administrator, two teachers, one
The
fied employee and one parent from within the district, was formed.
29.
April
on
meeting
committee held it.s initial
Two other meetings followed; most recently on May 24. which was the
longest with an executive session that lasted around six hours. That effort,

IN See Page 2A
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the charred remains of the MSU chapter's
Murray State University Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity President Jason Henson stares at
glad this framed story about the fraternily
particular
was
he
said
Henson
Below,
night.
lodge that was destroyed by fire Saturday
ty's forerunner — Tau Sigma Tau — was able to be saved.

Re-building for the Future
PiKA group
optimistic about
plans; blaze
sparks memories
for brothers
By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
New hope is on the horizon for alumni and
present members of Pi Kappa Alpha. After a fire
destroyed the PiKA Lodge Saturday night, the
group has come together to make decisions about
a new building.
The tone was optimistic as alumni and present
PiKAs joined together last night to discuss the
future..
Although the group discussed possible sites
for rebuilding, fraternity advisor Neil McMillion
said not many decisions could be made so soon.
"Stadium View looks like a good place to
rebuild, but we are keeping our options open and
looking into other areas," McMillion said. "At
this time, we can't really move forward until we
get insurance estimates."
The building was completed in 1978 with the
help of Dr. Hal E. Houston, a former member and
active supporter of the fraternity, who established
the Pi Kappa Alpha Housing Corporation with a
group of Pike alums.
Earlier this year, the building was named the
Dr. Hal E. Houston Lodge.
"It was a disaster," Dr. Houston said a few
days after the blaze. "It's time to start over. It's
still very painful to go out there and see that. The
good thing is we can afford to go forward with it
and soon.
"There's always a good side to every had
deal:" he added. "It's hard to find sometimes,but
we've got good insurance. We're going forward
and we'll rebuild."
Tab Brockman, another PiKA alumnus, had
one word to describe his emotions: "Sad. That's
the one word. Sad," he said.
Brockman, director of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, lived in the fraternity house one summer and was PiKA president in 1981, and has a lot of fond memories of
the house and his fraternity brothers.
"Whenever a fire takes place and you lose a
structure, it makes you think about a lot of great
times there — and there were a lot of great
times," he said. "I spent a lot of time out there.

damaged and covered w ith sinokk:.
"It was evident the firemen weren't going to
be able to stop (the fire)." Henson said: "We had
to get out what we could."
That's why Dale Harp used his day off work to
drive from Paducah and pitch in to help. Harp. a
PiKA alumnus, works for a cleaning company
and could not resist the urge to try and pros Au
some help for the cause.
"Being in that business. I've dealt with things:
from many fires, so I know that it's tough to get:
the smoke out. You've got to get onto something
like this quickly; so that's why I'm here.- said
Harp, who was a PiKA member in the late 1980s
at MSU."Now,some of these pictures don't have
the smoke smell because they were inside
albums. So, if we can get those into new albums.
there's no problem.
"The pictures are the main things we want to
save. Nobody had copies of them, so I'm doing
what I can to clean them off. I'll take them home
and dry them out. Hopefully. it'll be enough."
As the fraternity tries to rebuild and restore.

III See Page 2A
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When you have an outstanding fraternity, you
have an opportunity to spend time with your
friends — lifelong friends.
"That's what you make in a fraternity — lifelong friends."
Roughly 25 fire department personnel, including off-duty Murray Fire Department firffighters
and members of the Calloway County Fire and
Rescue, responded to the call to 1401 Stadium
View Dr., at 7:19 p.m. Saturday. Officials were on
the scene until 9:46 p.m., according to a report
issued by MFD.
The fire appears to have started in the western
portion of the building and spread to the front.
The 27-year-old building was engulfed in flames
when the fire department arrived on the scene.
Foul play is not suspected, fire officials reported.
The fraternity lost most of the contents of the
house including furniture, its paddle, photographs
and other items of sentimental value. However,
some of the contents were able to be saved.
President Jason Henson was able to retrieve the
charter and other mementos from the burning
house. He was also able to direct fire fighters as
to where valuables were located and many of
those items were recovered, although they ‘N, ere
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wait until January," the legislature's Forecasting Group. State budgets
By CHARLES WOLFE
next regular session. Richards said are based on the group's projections.
Associated Press Writer
But re‘enues have fallen short of
• FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Tuesday.
projections, requiring budget cuts,
the
state's
who
make
Economists
a
on
are
revenues
tax
Kentucky's
for
four straight years.
their
revised
projections
rbodest upswing of uncertain dura- revenue
Fletcher points to those cuts to
tion. Gov. Ernie forecast Tuesday. adding $300 milthe
Fletcher's lion to projections through fiscal buttress his cast for overhauling
stimulating
hoped.
is
it
and,
code
tax
2(X)6.
year
tion
administra
The change'was based on unusu- the economy..His "revenue neutral"
hopes that will
high receipts from sales taxes plan would balance tax increases
ally
the
motivate
on
General and individual income taxes. Why with tax reductions, especially
pay
would
Consumers
business.
clear,
less
was
grew
taxes
those
to
Assembly
more for cigarettes, alcoholic beverpass a budget since there has not been a dramatic
and certain telecommunication
ages
jobs.
in
growth
and the changes
"The economy has recovered services, such as satellite television.
he seeks to the
Assembly
General
The
Fletcher
more rapidly than expected." Merl
tax code.
a
Fletcher's Hackbart, a University of Kentucky adjourned on April 13 without
Senate's
the
because
budget
revenue
the
But
said.
economist,
chief opponent on the issue, House
majority insisted on
Speaker Jody Richards. said favored gain is not huge within the context Republican
Fletcher's tax plan
with
it
coupling
top
would
that
Fund
General
a
passing a budget. But he said the of
of the House's
leaders
and
he
years,
two
the
over
billion
$14
there
showed
revenues
increase in
majority refused.
was no need to rush on taxes. "No said. "That's good but not major Democratic
has promised to call the
Fletcher
said.
he
change,"
we
if
occur
to
going
is
k:atastrophe
Hackban is part of the Consensus General Assembly back into session
N

Senators push for changes to nuclear worker program

1001 Whittle!! Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API - Sick
nuclear weapons workers would
have an easier time getting compensated for their job-related illnesses if
an amendment to the defense bill
passes the Senate, senators pushing
the proposal said Tuesday.
The measure would move the
program aimed at compensating
Cold War-era nuclear workers
exposed to toxic chemicals from the
Energy Department to 'the Labor
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NOTICE
IN The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session Thursday
at 6:30 p.m. The tourism budget
will be presented, along with the
second reading of the annual city
udget as first readings for B-2
(highway business) zonings and
personnel policies and procedures
manual updating.
Reports from the public works
and cemetery committees will also
be presented.
MI To report a newsworthy note
for the Town Crier, call 753-1916.

BLADE TECHNOLOGIES
INCiSiVE COmiPu rER SERVICES
M. PURCELL & AZIOCIA TES

JASEMI

Department, which runs a separate
program for workers exposed to
radiation.
Lawmakers have criticized the
Energy Department for its management of the program.
So far, less than 3 percent of people who have applied to the agency
for help have been told whether
their jobs contributed to their illnesses — a finding that is necessary
before workers can seek lost wages
or medical benefits.
Lawmakers say that's not a good
enough track record, considering
Congress has given the agency nearly $100 million since 2000 when the
law creating the compensation program was passed.
"Unfortunately, DOE from the
start has done a poor job processing
claims, and over the past four years
it has not been able to iron out its
problems," Sen. Jeff Bingaman, RN.M., said.
He sponsored the bill with Sen.
Jim Bunning, R-Ky., who said the
amendment would "right the wrong
of sick nuclear workers who have
been let down by go‘ernmental

bureaucracy for years."
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-New
Mexico, who chairs the committee
Energy
the
oversees
that
Department, is a sponsor. Another is
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, and the
chairman of the Appropriations
Committee.
The Energy Department opposes
the transfer of the program.
Department spokesman Joe Davis
said moving it to another agency
would just delay things even further.
The four-year-old law directs the
Energy Department to help workers
submit claims with state workers'
compensation authorities instead of
telling contractors to fight the
claims as was done historically.
Problems exist at sites where
contractors are no longer around to
pay the compensation hills or where
contractors are not self-insured but
have worker's compensation insurance from private companies.
The Energy Department cannot
compel private insurers to pay
claims, and the current program
doesn't provide a solution to that
problem
..1=111•1•

FreedomFest guide books are in
Gel ready Murray, it's that time
The Freedom Fest event
guides have arrived!
A picnic and ribbon cutting will
kick off this year's festival. The
"Biggest Small Town Parade in
America" is also planned, as well as
Family Day in the Park and the Flair
on the Square talent competition
during the Street Fair,
Information on all these events,
and many more, can be found in the
Freedom Fest event guide.
Ryan Ray, Freedom Fest director,
said, "This year's guides are full of
fun activities, including some new
events, that will be taking place
throughout the community. They

again.

• On-Site Servoce

FREEDOMYEST
are a great way to let evcryoog Know
where and when events are happening so they can be sure to attAnd."
The event guides can be found at
the Murray Tourism Commission,
as well as various businesses
throughout Murray. They include
all of the information you will need
to enjoy all of the events at this
year's celebration. Stop by and pick
up your copy to find out how you
can celebrate Freedom Fest 2004.
Contact the Freedom Fest
Headquarters at 759-2199 or
tourism@murray-ky.net for more
information.
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DRESDEN, Tenn. (AP) — Ky. As many as 120 plants were
Investigators had no trouble finding found in one site in a Weakley
150 marijuana plants along the state County cornfield, Plunk said.
Robert Pounds, 49, and Joseph
border. The suspected growers left
maps in their car that led authorities Beard Jr., 45, were charged with
to the illegal plants.
manufacturing and possessing marTwo Calloway County men were ijuana with intent to resell and tamarrested Monday after $50,000 to pering with evidence. The last
$60,000 worth of marijuana was charged was filed because the two
found growing along the Tennessee- threw marijuana plants out of their
Kentucky state line.
car when they were being followed
"We have found 150 plants so
by investigators, authorities said.
far, and we expect more," said
searched
police
Kentucky
Weakley County sheriff's investigain New Concord,
residence
Beard's
tor Marty Plunk.
his wife, Joan
A map marked with large X's led Ky., and arrested
growing the
of
charges
on
Beard,
Weakley
of
parts
to
s
investigator
officials
home,
their
inside
plants
County and through Palmersville,
said.
County.
Graves
and
County
Henry

County Attorney advises against taking
law into own hands involving animals
By KRIS ADAMS
Staff writer
Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington is issuing a warning for anyone who feels compelled
to shoot someone else's dog:
DON'T
The warning comes on the heels
of a guilty verdict handed down to a
Calloway County man accused of
shooting a Blue Tick coonhound.
According to the owner, the dog
was valued in excess of $5,000.
In an affidavit filed with the
county in January, the dog's owner
Marlin Cox, said he was hunting
with friends when his dog, wearing
a training coIlar and tracking collar,
treed a coon on another man's property.
When Cox arrived at the property, the property owner told him that
he had shot the dog and "would kill
any other dog he found on his property," according to the affidavit.
The property owner was arrested
and charged with cruelty to animals
in the second degree, a charge that

Atihi

fl SIPC and Boston Stock Exchang,-..

ALEXANDER

carries a maximum penalty of
twelve months in jail and a maximum fine of $500. On Friday, the
property owner was found guilty
and received a 30-day suspended
sentence.
Harrington warns that kty—
Kentucky law, unless an animal is
threateninglivestock or human life,
you can not harm it. He advised that
if unwanted animals are on a resident's property, animal control or
the animal's owner should first be
contacted.
"My advice ... is to call the animal warden," Harrington said.
"Also, once you determine who the
owner is., ta,lk directly to the owner.
Let them know that the animal is not
supposed to be there.
"To shoot the animal on site is
not a good idea unless there is some
sort of danger there."
Within city limits, dogs are
required to be on a leash and are not
allowed to run free. There is no such
law for residents who live out in the
county, although subdivisions may
have their own regulations.

•PiKA
From Front
they are receiving support from the
university as well.
"The fire was unfortunate and we
will work together as a university
community to help those impacted
by its destruction," said Dr. King
Alexander, president of Murray
State University. "We are all fortunate that nobody was injured. I have
no doubt that the Pikes will bounce
back because they have a strong
community with a lot of great leaders."

•Industrial

Pi Kappa Alpha was the first fraternity at Murray State University to
go national. Until March 1, 1958,
the group was known as Tau Sigma
Tau.
Despite tragic loss, the fraternity
will go on with help from alumni
and present members.
"You have to suck it up and go
on," Houston said.
Murray Ledger and Times staff
writer/photographer John Wright
contributed to this story.

•••

From Front
II The board agreed to purchase
dump trucks for the road
department from Parker Ford upon
recommendation from the committee appointed to review the bids.
The committee received two
bids. Parker Ford came in with the

twi

PH: 270-753-5236 • CELL: 270-293-5464 • FAX: 270-753-5237
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Sheriffslog

Maps lead police to
marijuana plants,
arrests of Calloway trio
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Office Mgr
Business m qr
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
destroyed.
provided
budget,
on
a
for action
II A resident reported Saturday that his mailbox was
Extra patrols
leaders of the two chambers strike
MI Vandalism was reported on Fawnwood Drive Saturday.
area.
that
to
dispatched
Richards,
an agreement in advance.
were
III A resident on Paris Road reported mailbox vandalism.
D-Bow ling Green, and other House
she returned home and half
Democratic leaders are to meet on •A Lonesome Lane resident reported that
burned.
of her house was
the subject Thursday.
damage Sunday.
Fletcher's budget director, Brad •A resident reported mailbox
Tobacco Road Sunday.
on
stolen
was
Cow gill. said Fletcher "is more •A four-wheeler
the evening hours for subjects
during
requested
was
patrol
Extra
•
comlifitted than ever" to his tax plan
Murray-Paris Road.
along
mailboxes
destroying
'because he believes it is the only
card.
MI A Calloway County resident reported the theft of a credit
way to bring stability to the state's
— Information is obtained from reports,
revenues.
logs and citations from various agencies.
Cowgill said revenue growth and
economic growth are not automatic
companions, which has complicated
revenue forecasting nationwide.
Kentucky's sudden increase in
individual income taxes could indicate more overtime, not more workers, and higher sales tax receipts
could be the result of consumers'
"pent up demand," not sudden optimism, he said.
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Gov. hopes revenue rebound leads to budget
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lowest bid at just more than $49,000
per truck, which includes the cost of
the truck and an extended warranty.
A bid from International was more
than $50,000 per truck. The total
difference in cost was $1.700.
Fiscal Court will meet for regular session June 22 at 7 p.m. at the
Weaks Center.

II Superintendent ...
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Paula Campbell
Professional Groomer

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
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though, along with the subsequent gatherings, allowed the screening committee's job to end that day, resulting in five candidates presented for consideration by the board out of a field of 17 that included candidates from
Kentucky. Indiana and New Hampshire.
Two interviews were held last week by the board. Names of those candidates were not released.
Thursday's meeting is set to begin at 6 p.m. at the board central office.
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Head injury led to 438th soldier's discharge
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
Army said Tuesday that a head
injury suffered by a former military
police officer when he posed as a
detainee during a training session at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, was a factor in his discharge.
The acknowledgment amounted
to a partial retreat from the Army's
original explanation that the injury
suffered by Spc. Sean Baker was
unrelated to his medical discharge
in April.
Baker, 37, has returned home to
Georgetown in central Kentucky.
He suffers from seizures, takes nine
prescription medications and is still
awaiting his first disability check
from the government, his lawyer
said.
Baker was injured in January
2003 after volunteering to pose as
an uncooperative detainee during
the training exercise with the
Michigan-based 303rd Military
Police Company. He has said other
military police officers beat and
choked him and slammed his head
against the floor.
Maj. Laurie Arellano, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Southern
Command in Miami, which oversees the military detention center in
Cuba, said the head injury was con-

sidered along w ith Baker's entire
medical history.
"It's not the only thing that led to
his medical discharge," Arellano
said in a telephone interview.
Arellano said medical privacy
laws prevented her from discussing
any other factors that led to Baker's
discharge. Only Baker can authorize
the release of his medical records,
she said.
As for the Army's revision in its
account of Baker's discharge,
Arellano said officials had since
received more information about
what medical evaluators considered
in the case.
Baker's lawyer, Bruce Simpson,
said the Army hasn't replied to his
request last week for all of Baker's
medical records.
"It is grossly unfair to Sean
Baker to have them create all of
these innuendoes ... and then say we
can't talk about it," Simpson said.
"If they can't talk about it, then
they shouldn't be issuing statements
about what portion of his discharge
was related to the beating at
Guantanamo, and which wasn't."
Simpson said a partial review of
Baker's medical history indicated
that his injuries were caused only by
the beating at Guantanamo. He said
he found no other medical problems
that would lead to Baker's dis-

charge.
Baker was a member of the 438th
Military Police Company based in
Murray when it deployed to
Guantanamo Bay in January 2003.
He was on his second overseas stint
with the military; he served with a
military police detachment in Saudi
Arabia during the Gulf War.
Simpson said the Army has been
insensitive to Baker's plight.
"The Army has chosen ... to cast
doubts about Sean Baker's credibility when there's absolutely no dispute that the Army's own military
personnel, through major acts of
negligence, caused him serious
injury," he said.
Simpson said a lawsuit is an
option. However, since Baker was
on active military duty when he was
injured, there are "considerable hurdles" in pursuing a claim against the
government, he said.
Another option is to file suit
against the soldiers who set up the
training session and those who carried it out and beat Baker, he said.
An investigation concluded that
Baker's injury occurred in the "line
of duty," and none of the soldiers
were disciplined, Arellano said.
"It was an unfortunate accident
but no one was criminally responsible for the injury he received,"
Arellano said.

Simpson said he also requested
the entire investigative file from the
Army but hasn't received a reply.
His request includes a videotape
that he said was made of the training
session but apparently disappeared.
Arellano said she had no information about a tape, and said it wasn't standard procedure at that time
to video the training sessions.
"I can't find anybody with
knowledge of a tape being made at
that time," she said.
Simpson said he has documents
indicating that a video was made of
the training session. Other soldiers
at Guantanamo told Baker that a
tape was made but that it disappeared shortly after the beating.
Simpson said.
Baker was hospitalized for nearly a week at a Naval hospital in
Portsmouth, Va., and later spent 48
days at Walter Reed Army Hospital
in Washington, Simpson said.
He is now back home with his
wife and son. His medical problems
have kept him from seeking work as
an auto mechanic, Simpson said.
The lawyer also said Baker has
been told it may take up to 18
months before he gets his first disability check.
"He's not doing well," Simpson
said.

Paducah school shooter wants new trial
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
man convicted of shooting three students to death at a Paducah high
school is asking for a new trial.
Michael Carneal is arguing that
he was "much more mentally ill" at
the time of his trial proceedings than
anyone suspected, The Paducah Sun
reported on Wednesday.
The request comes three years
after he was resentenced as an adult
for the Dec. 1, 1997, shooting that
killed three students and injured five
more. Carneal, now 21, was a 14year-old freshman when he took
weapons to school and opened fire
in the lobby at Heath High School.
He is serving a life sentence at
the Kentucky State Reformatory in
La Grange.
With the help of medication and
treatment, Carneal "now is finally
able to provide the key to his broken
brain," his attorneys said in the
motion, filed June 1 in McCracken
Circuit Court.

Michael Carneal
Both the Department of Juvenile
Justice and the Department of
Corrections have treated Carneal for
paranoid schizophrenia.
In October 1998, Carneal pleaded

guilty to three murder charges, five
charges of attempted murder and
one charge of breaking and entering.
Killed in the shootings were Jessica
James, 17; Kayce Steger, 15; and
Nicole Hadley, 14. Missy Jenkins,
Craig Keene, Kelly Hard, Hollan
Holm and Shelley Schaberg were
injured.
Commonwealth Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach said Tuesday he plans to
file a motion opposing the new trial
before Judge Jeff Hines convenes a
hearing June 18. "These motions are
routine, and they are seldom granted," Kaltenbach said.
The two mental health experts
who examined Carneal before his
plea have since re-examined him.
"Both Dr. Diane Schetky and Dr.
Dewey Cornell now would testify
that Michael was statutorily insane
at the time of his offense," the June
I motion said.
Previously, Schetky and Cornell
found Carneal criminally responsible. But now they believe Carneal
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Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship.
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was too delusional to fully tell them
the reasons for his acts.
While sitting unmedicated in jail
awaiting trial, Carneal "was not getting any better; rather, he was getting worse," public advocates David
Harshaw of La Grange and Timothy
Arnold of Frankfort said in their
motion.
Carneal was originally sentenced
while a juvenile in December 1998.
He remained in the custody of the
Department for Juvenile Justice
until he turned 18 and then was
resentenced.
At the time Carneal pleaded
guilty, "he did not reveal to me that
he was hearing voices, telling him
what to do and preventing him from
fully cooperating in his defense,"
Cornell's report said.
Carneal's attorneys also say in
their motion that Carneal's original
attorney, Chuck Granner, was ineffective when he advised him to
plead guilty to obtain a guilty-butmentally-ill verdict.
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SUMMER FITNESS
CLASSES
at the

YMCA OF MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
Now Thru August 6
Youth Fitness Tuesdays & Thursdays 11 a.m. - Noon
ion
Incorporating A Variety Of Aerobic Activities & Healthy Lifestyle Educat

Adult Fitness Mondays thru Thursdays Noon - 1

p.m.

A Variety of Aerobic Exercises, Weight Training & Stretching

PiYo Mondays & Wednesdays 5-6 p.m.
A combination of Pilates and Yoga

Step Aerobics Tuesdays 5:15-6:15 p.m.
Matt Bartholomy-- local
business owner and valued
customer of The Murray Bank.
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Aerobics Thursdays 5:15-6:15 p.m.
Aerobics Saturdays 9-10 a.m.
(Babysitting Services Available)

Fitness Classes Are Included In YMCA Membership!
Non-members May Purchase Program Passes.

Call 270-759-YMCA
Today!
the value of local business

North 12th Street

Full Service Offices •405 South 12th Street • 700
• Massey Citgo - 15th & Main
Cash Machines • Pocket's Shell - 12th &Chestnut
St. • M-CC Hospital
ATM Locations •405 S. 12th St. • 700 N. 12th
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-965-1
01-877
24-Hour Account Info Line

No Joining Fee
This Month!
YMCA
We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communitie.,

(June Only)

SOS Chestnut 5t.• Murray, KY 42071
mcc-ymca.org

Member FDIC

270-753-5626 • www.themurraybank.com
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By George Gedda

Terrorists cast doubt on
oil supplier's stability
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. relationship with Saudi Arabia
has been based on a disarmingly
simple proposition: In exchange for
cheap Saudi oil, the United States
has guaranteed the kingdom's
defense.
President Franklin Roosevelt
asserted in 1943 that protecting the
Arab nation, and its oil, was a vital
U.S. economic interest. Although
the two countries have no defense
treaty. the substance of Roosevelt's
policy remains intact and has
served both sides well.
But now doubts are arising about
the stability of Saudi Arabia and the
ability of the United States to come
up with answers.
Islamic firebrands, apparently •
linked to al-Qaida. have been targeting of late Americans. other
Westerners and Western interests in
general as pail of a campaign to
overthrow the Saudi monarchy in
power since the 1930s. They consider the Saudi establishment too
hospitable to Americans and other
foreign "infidels."
Former U.S counterterrorism
adviser Richard Clarke says the
stakes in the struggle for Saudi
Arabia are hard to exaggerate.
"The threat to the political and
economic world posed by Saudi
instability. I think, is greater than
the threat that was posed by Iraq."
he said.
The latest American victim of
Saudi militancy was an American
employee of Yuma Corp., a U.S.
defense contractor, who was shot to
death Tuesday in eastern Riyadh.
On May 29, the militants
attacked the Saudi oil center at
Khobar. killing 22. Although only
one of the dead was American. the
attack has prompted many compatriots to consider leaving with their
families.
On May 2. attackers killed two
American engineers at a U.S. oil
contractor's office in the western
city of Yanbu. Also killed were two
Britons, two Australian and a
Saudi.
"Clearly, the terrorists have
taken their operations to a new
level." President Bush's counterterror chief, Fran Townsend, said in an
interview Friday.
A new Islamic edict by Saudi
Arabia's top religious authority,
Sheik Abdul An,bin Abdullah Al
al-Sheik, which brought average
Saudis into the anti-terror fight was
"probably the single most extraordinarystep that you can imagine in
an Islamic country," she said.
The edict, or fatwa, told people
"to inform on everyone planning or
preparing an act of sabotage, to
protect the people and the country
from the devastating effects of
these acts and to protect the planners from the results of their
actions."
Since April, the United States
has been warning U.S. nationals to
defer travel to Saudi Arabia and is
urging private American citizens in
Saudi Arabia to leave.
The State Department has no
information on how many have
heeded the advice.

Former CIA official Robert Baer
says American skills are needed to
keep oil flowing in the kingdom.
"If the Americans all left, it would
be a catastrophe," he said..
This month. Saudi Arabia is producing 9.1 million barrels a day.
• more than 10 percent of the global
total.
The Saudis have been reliable
suppliers of oil, including during
periods of crisis. They sharply escalated oil production during
Operation Desert Storm in 1991
and following the Sept II attacks a
decade later.
Just last week, after a spike in
prices induced by the Khobar
attack, the Saudis used their clout
in the OPEC oil cartel to win agreement on a price-calming production
increase.
The United States has been a
good defense partner for the Saudis;
the American military commitment
in the Persian Gulf War in 1991 and
since was aimed partially at defending the "House of Saud, as the
monarchy is known. Many of the
operations, including air patrols to
enforce a "no-flyzone' in southern
Iraq, flew from bases in Saudi
Arabia, although the Saudis
allowed no offensive operations
from its territory in last year's invasion of Iraq.
To reduce U.S. dependence on
oil from Saudi Arabia and other
Middle East countries, Bush's
Democratic rival, John Kerry, says
the United States should strive for
energy independence in 10 years.
But James Phillips. Middle East
expert at the Heritage Foundation,
says he sees no alternative to the
status quo for the short term.
-We're stuck with Middle East
and Persian Gulf oil." he said.
Phillips worries about possible
al-Qaida moles working in oil
industry jobs Saudi Arabia. They
would know, he says, where.a wellplaced bomb would have the best
chance of disrupting oil output.
Bush believes the answer to
extremism in Saudi Arabia and
other Middle East countries is more
democracy. But the Saudis, while
taking some tentative action toward
a more open society, have spurned
the Bush proposal.
They turned down Bush's invitation to send a delegation to this
week's G-8 summit at Sea Island.
Ga., to discuss the idea.
Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the
Saudi ambassador in Washington,
recently publicly advocated all-out
war against terrorists.
"War means war. ... It is a war
that does not mean delicacy, but
brutality," he wrote in a Saudi government daily. If the nation merely asks the
militants "to follow the path of
righteousness, in hope that they will
come to their senses, then we will
lase this war, and this means that
we will lose everything," Bandar
said.
George Gedda has coveredforeign affairsfor The Associated
Press .since 1968.
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Reagan triggered political
transformation in the South
By BOB JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
MONTGOMERY,Ala.(AP) —
Ronald Reagan's legacy can he
seen across the once solidly
Democratic South, where
Republicans now hold a majority of
U.S. Senate and House seats and
form a powerful GOP bloc in presidential elections.
Before 1980, conservative
whites in the South had rallied
around homegrown, segregationist
politicians such as Alabama's
George Wallace and South
Carolina's Strom Thurmond. But
Reagan was able to combine a
right-wing political message with a
gentle. persuasive voice to bring
conservatives and some moderate
whites into the GOP.
"He made it culturally acceptable to be a Republican," said
Merle Black, an Emory University
pfofesSor and co-author of the book
"Rise of Southern Republicans."
"I think he was everyman,"
added Winton Blount III, a former
Alabama GOP chairman whose
father was a pioneering Southern
Republican. "People saw him as
their favorite uncle, their grandfather. He spoke in terms they understood."
Southerners began flirting with
the Republican Party as early as
1964, when Barry Goldwater's
tough, conservative rhetoric played

well with voters in the region.
Richard Nixon also had some success in 1968 and 1972 with his
"Southern strategy."
But Georgia Democrat Jimmy
Carter reversed that trend in 1976,
winning across the South.
Then Reagan, in 1980, brought a
message of conservatism and state's
rights that resonated with white
voters and won every Southern and
border state except West Virginia
and Carter's native Georgia.
And this time, the South not
only voted for a Republican president, but stayed in the GOP column, beginning a transformation
that has seen Southern Republicans
take over statehouses and contribute to the Republican revolution
in Congress.
Before 1980, Republicans were
a rare sight in Southern congressional delegations, but now there
are 77 Republicans and 54
Democrats in the House from 11
traditional Southern states, while 13
of the 22 senators from those states
are Republicans.
"With Reagan's victory. the
Republican Party became much
more of the party for conservatives
in the South,- said Ferrel Guillory,
director of the program on Southern
Politics, Media and Public Life at
the University of North Carolina.
"He came across as relatively
genial and approachable. He gave

To the Editor.
Every time we turn on our TV or open a newspaper we are faced with
the "gay marriage" issue. Did you every wonder if Jesus dealt directly with
the gay marriage issue? The answer is yes. Jesus did deal directly with the
gay marriage issue, in Matthew 19:4-6:
"Haven't you read." he replied. "that at the beginning the Creator made
them male and female. and said.'For this reason a man will leave his
father and mother and he united to his wife, and the two will become one
On Saturday afternoon, after what Nancy
flesh'? So they are no longer two. hut one. Therefore what God has joined
called "the long goodbye," my father went
together. let man not separate."
home.
Christ quoted directly from the hook of Genesis as literal history, to
explain the doctrine of marriage as being one man for one woman. Thus
My first reaction was to recall Edwin
marriage cannot he a man and a man or a woman and a woman.
Stanton's words when
In Leviticus 18:22 it says: "Do not lie with a man as one lies with a
Abraham Lincoln breathed
woman: that is detestable." Jesus deals directly with the homosexual issue,
his last: "Now he belongs to
and thus the gay marriage issue. This is also true of Romans 1:26-27:
"Because of this. God gave them over to shameful lusts. Even their women
the ages."
exchanged natural relations for unnatural ones. In the same way the men
That can only be said
also abandoned natural relations with women and were inflamed with lust
about
giants, and my father
for one another. Men committed indecent acts with other men, and
was a giant - he towered
received in themselves the due penalty for their perversion."
above his contemporaries and
And! Timothy 1 :940 speaks of adulterers and perverts.
Because Jesus in a real sense wrote the entire Bible, whenever Scripture
the great majority of the
deals with marriage and/or the homosexual issue. Jesus Himself is directly
world's most famous political
dealing with these issues.
figures
past and present.
Making
The Bible is the Word of our Creator, and Genesis is real history (as has
Nowadays much is said
been confirmed by observational science). Every word in the Bible is realSense
ly the Word of the Creator — ksus Christ. Therefore we have an absolute
about the legacies American
By Michael
authority that determines marriage. Jesus dealt quite directly with the gay
presidents leave behind, and
marriage issue when he explained the doctrine of marriage.
Reagan
only a tiny handful of presiGod made the first man and woman — the first marriage. Thus marSyndicated
dents of the United States left
nage can only he a man and a woman, because we are accountable to the
Columnist
One who made marriage in the first place.
behind them legacies as
Genesis 1-11 is foundational to every Christian doctrine—including
abundant as that which my
marriage--and cannot in any way be compromised with man's fallible
dad left behind.
ideas.
When he came into office the nation was
Jimmy Graham
nearly
an economic basket case. The morale of
Murray. Ky.

AP File Photo
political cues on issues like race,
religion and social change that
appealed to white Southerners who
didn't want the South to change."
Tim Vercellotti, an assistant professor of political science at Elon
University in North Carolina. said
Reagan appealed to working-class
Southerners who had become dissatisfied with the Democratic Party.
"He appealed to them in a clear.
plainspoken way, in language they
could understand and appreciate,"
Vercellotti said.
One of the first to benefit from
Reagan's appeal to Southerners was

retired admiral and former prisoner
of war Jeremiah Denton, who in
1980 was elected to the U.S.
Senate, the first modern Republican
to win a statewide election in
Alabama. Demon was among a
handful of Republicans to win
Senate seats from the South that
year.
"I loved him. He was the greatest man I ever knew," Denton said
Monday."He is certainly the only
reason I would have come out of
what I was doing and gotten into
politics. He's why I ran."
Denton said Reagan's message
struck a chord with Southerners.
"He was emphasizing peace
through strength and that's down
the alley of the Old South," Denton
said. "Reagan was a hell of a popular man with almost everybody. He
was sincere and perceived as being
honest. He had humility and that
sheepish grin."
Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee,
a Republican, was the first to sign a
Reagan condolence book at a display set up by the Clinton
Presidential Library Foundation in
Little Rock.
"Reagan. I think, made it OK for
people in the South to be Republican," Huckabee said.
"Because he embraced the values
of many people in the South, he
brought a whole new generation of
Southerners into the party."

The Long Goodbye Is Over
the American people was at rock bottom - we
had lost that confidence in ourselves that had
created the American colossus, and our leaders
had surrendered to the idea that the Cold War
would be a permanent fixture on the world
scene.
When he left office after eight years. the
economy was booming. we had recaptured the
can-do spirit that had motivated Americans for
generations, and the Soviet Union was approaching collapse and with it the Cold War.
His legacy included far more than his
accomplishments in statecraft. His optimism was
contagious. he showed us the shining city on the
hill. and taught us that we could reach it.
Throughout it all he never losi his sense of
humility, his innate decency. his love of country,
and his love of the American people. He was a
gentleman to the tips of his fingers in an age of
incivility.
In all my life with him I never saw him do
anything to hurt another person. He would have
rather cut off his hands than offend a fellow
human being.
Above all, my father liVed as close to his

maker as it is possible for a mortal to be. Every
morning he put himself in God's hands, accepting whatever happened as the will of the Lord
with absolute confidence that he would receive
whatever he needed to cope with whatever the
Lord put in front of him.
Today as I joined my family at the first of
the memorial services, I felt grief at his passing.
But, as I stood over the casket this morning I
was comforted in knowing that with all of the
gifts that my father had given to the nation that
the greatest gift he had given to me was knowing that at one o'clock Saturday afternoon when
my father closed his eyes for the last time he •
went to be with his Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. A finer gift cannot be given to a son.
Thank you Dad, I love you.
Mike Reagan. the eldest son of President
Ronald Reagan, is heard on more than 200 talk
radio stations nationally as part of the Radio
America Network. Comments to mereagan@hot
mail.com for Mike.
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Louis (Lou) Zimmerman
Lo is (Lou) Zimmerman, 84, Murray, died Monday, June 7, 2004, at
3:45 j.m. at Hunter Acres, Sikeston, Mo.
Retired SFC-E6 of the United States Army, he served
in the Philippines for four years during World War U. He
owned and operated Zimmerman Apartments in Murray.
A native of Philadelphia, Pa., he was the son of the
111Roaam111071Zomt7 late Louis and Caroline Zimmerman.
.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rosina Zimmerman;
three sons, Louis Zimmerman, Lone Oak, Albert
Zimmerman, Murray, and Karl J. Zimmerman, Martin, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs Delores Formica and Mrs. Caroline Klinger, both of Philadelphia, Pa.
A private memorial service will be held. Lone Oak Chapel of Milner &
Orr Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Berline Grogan Young
Mrs. Berline Grogan Young,98, Olive Boulevard, Murray, died Tuesday,
June 8, 2004, at 6:02 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Burton Young, died Nov. 3, 1989. Born Aug. 19, 1905, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Bob Grogan and Flora
Stubblefield Grogan.
Mrs. Young was a member of University Church of Christ.
Survivors include two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Ruth Jewell, Hendersonville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Irene G. Young, Fort Myers, Fla.; nieces and nephews, Dr.
Ed Grogan, Paducah, Donna Herndon, Anne Hoke, Faye Fortenberry, Issac
Grogan, Jane Barnett, Robert T. Young and Dr. Burton R. Young, all of
Murray. Richard Grogan, Hopkinsville, Jaw Sauerbrey, Atlanta, Ga., Gary
Grogan, Frankfort, Jennifer Partin, Louisville, Bill Young, Eddyville,
Delura Mitchell and Eddie B. Young, both of Fort Myers, Fla., and Stan
Jewell, Chicago, Ill.
The funeral will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Thursday.

p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a former presser for Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield. He was
a member of Grace Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Reva Brewer Story, one
daughter, Jo Nell Grubb, and four brothers, Hugh Story, Festus Story, Ovie
Story and an infant. Born Oct. 23, 1914, in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Clarence Lynn Story and Asilee Rogers Story.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dotty Dulaney Story; one daughter,
Mrs. Sharon Brown and husband, Ellwood Jr., Murray; one stepdaughter,
Mrs. Barbara Jean Morris and husband, Robert, Memphis,Tenn.; six grandchildren, Terry L. Brown and wife, Kathy, Tim W.' Brown and wife,
Mylinda, Gina Brown-Guedira and husband, Simo, Brad Grubb and wife,
Ina. Wendy Cramer and husband. Gary, and Amy Grubb; one stepgrandchild, Tina Mon-is;12 great-grandchildren; two stepgreat-grandchildren.

Mrs. Dorothy Cothran Baker
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy Cothran Baker will be Thursday at 10:30
a.m, in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. Dwaine Baker will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Ferguson Springs Cemetery near Aurora.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Wednesday).
Mrs. Baker, 83, Sparta, Tenn., formerly of Murray,
died Friday, June 4, 2004, at 7:02 p.m. at Cookeville
Regional Hospital, Cookeville, Tenn.
She was a retired inspector with Kennametal Co.,
Detroit, Mich. She and her late husband, Clealon
Burnett Baker, had owned and operated a ceramic shop
Baker
while living in Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Clealon Burnett Baker, to
whom she had been married for 59 years, one son, Deulan R. Baker, half
sister, Juanita Jones. Born May 17, 1921, in Golden Pond, Ky., she was the
daughter of the late John Cothran and Josie Higgins Cothran.
Survivors include one son, Dennis D. Baker and wife, Phyllis, San
Antonio, Texas; daughter-in-law, Mrs. Sharon R. Baker; half brother,
Lawrence Cothran; seven grandchildren, Sherry Sandel, and Jeffery, Kyle,
Mark, Steven, Wesley and Jason Baker; six great-grandchildren, Andrew,
Boone, Corey, Katrina, Alex and Bayleigh.

William (Bill) Norman Jones

Randy C. Morrison, 55, Union Ridge Road, Benton, died Monday, June
7, 2004, at 3:24 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
An employee of Goodyear Tire, he was a member and lay speaker of
Emmaus Community and Union Ridge United Methodist Church. He was a
Kentucky Colonel.
One sister, Sue Wood, preceded him in death. He was the son of the late
Thurman Morrison and Thelma Dowdy Morrison.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patricia Jones Morrison; one daughter,
Mrs. Cindy Fieldson, and three sons, Jeff Morrison, Roger Morrison and
Shane Morrison, all of Benton; four sisters, Mrs. Gaynelle Pritchett, Dexter.
Mrs. Ann Mathis, Benton, and Mrs. Linda Prescott and Mrs. Wanda Evans,
both of Murray; one brother, Shelby Morrison, Murray; three grandchildren, JoBeth Morrison, Matthew Morrison and Ethan Morrison, all of
Benton.
The funeral will be Thursday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Paul Scheirer and the Rev. James Stom will officiate. Burial will follow in the Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

The funeral for William (Bill) Norman Jones will be today (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.. Mark
Thweatt and the Rev. Curtis Harrell will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Union Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Marshall
County Long Term Care, 601 George McClain Dr.,
Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Jones, 65, Oscar Brown Lane, Benton, died
Sunday, June 6, 2004, at 4:30 p.m. at Marshall County
Long Term Care, Benton.
Former founder and manager of Dinner Bell Restaurants he was a member of Olive Baptist Church, Blood River Baptist Builders Association, and
Alford Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons. A Kentucky Colonel and
Kentucky Admiral, he was a founding member of Twin Lakes Bass Club.
He was an Army veteran.
One stepson, Steve Camp, preceded him in death. He was the son of the
late Barnie Franklin Jones and Erdyne Jones.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth A. Jones; one son, Jeff Jones,
Wickliffe; one stepson, Rex Camp, Nabarre. Fla.; three grandchildren; three
stepgrandchildren; one stepgreat-grandchild.

Harvey G. Story

Frederick Todd Enix

Randy C. Morrison

The funeral for Harvey G. Story will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and the Rev. Wayne Carter will
officiate. Music will be by the Noteables composed of Joe Pat James, James
V. Edwards and Kevin Crawford.
Pallbearers will be Terry Brown, Tim Brown, Brad Grubb. Simo
Guedira, J.R. Story and Randolph Story. Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Story, 89, Olive Street, Murray, died Monday. June 7, 2004, at 9:39

By being largely absent from the campaign
trail this week. Kerry risks losing momentum
with - voters just as President Bush's popularity is
at its most vulnerable. But to do anything else
would appear unseemly amid the outpouring of
praise for a president remembered for bridging
political divisions.
Just how soon Kerry will return to a full campaign schedule has not yet been decided and
Kerry aides are divided on the issue as they had
been over whether to cancel the week's schedule.
"Campaigning is campaigning. regardless of
where you are and what you're doing," said
Stephanie Cutter, the Democrat's spokeswoman.

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
12701 251-4545

-Out of respect for President Reagan and his family, he felt canceling those campaign events was
the right thing to do."
Marc Kruman, a Wayne State University professor and expert in the history of presidential
elections, said nobody outside Washington will
fault Kerry for taking a week off the campaign
trail. "It strikes me as a wise decision. He's not
going to get any national political attention and it
shows his respect for President Reagan, which is
appropriate this week," Kruman said.
Some Democrats applauded Kerry's decision
to set politics aside, though some complained
that he didn't at least schedule a few events.

All Calloway County post
offices and county offices will
be closed Friday to observe the
National Day of Mourning in
honor of President Ronald
Reagan.
City offices, however, will
remain open Friday.
Federal and state offices are
being closed as a day of reverence and thanksgiving in
respect of former President
Reagan.
to handle the turnout.
"He gave us eight years 01 r v
ice," said Keith Godliman, 50, of
Santa Clarita. "It doesn't hurt for us
to wait eight hours for him. He
deserves us to wait eight hours for
him."
About 106,0(X) mourners passed
by the coffin from noon Monday.
until the public viewing ended
Tuesday night, library officials said.
The viewing period was originally
supposed to end at 6 p.m. Tuesday,
but the overwhelming turnout
forced an extension to 9 p.m.
The steady stream was occasionally interrupted by the arrival of
political figures and celebrities.
Democratic presidential candidate
John Kerry stood quietly before the
casket, made the sign of the cross.
put his hand over his heart and left
Visitors to the library Tuesday.
included Goys, Bill Richardson of
New Mexico and Mitt Romney of
Massachusetts. and celebrities
Morgan Fairchild and Bruce
Boxleitner, who arrived as representatives of the Screen Actors Guild,
which Reagan once led.
"We're lucky here in Southern
California. We are going to have
him around here forever." Marisa
Steffensen, 26, said, gesturing
toward the site where Reagan will
be interred.

RED HOT SUMMER CLOTHING SALE!
'1st Quality Separate Suits

15% OFF Reg. $140 Sale $119
Reg. $145 Sale $123.25
•lst Quality Colorful Summer Sport Coats

25% OFF Reg. $79.50 Now $59.50
Reg. $69.50 Now $52.25
•Slightly Irregular Blazers &
Summer Sport Coats

$36.75 - $44.75

WHOLESALE
STORE'S INC.
117 S. 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066 • 270-247-2757
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 to 5 CZ

CALL 759-5850
201 Woods Drive • Murray

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is yowl

•

PEDDLER'S MALL

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind..Avg. -10411.73 - 20.79
Air Products
49.96 + 0.14
Anthem
91.19 - 0.21
AT&T
16.79 -0.16
BB&T
37.33 • 0.20
Bell South
25.35 -0.15
Briggs & Stratton
86.80 + 0.12
Bristol Myers Squibb
25.85 - 0.05
Caterpillar
76.96 - 0.16
Chevron Texaco Corp
89.97 - 1.18
Daimler Chrysler
46.53 -0.41
Dean Foods
35.83 -0.21
Exxon-Mobil
43.27 • 0,62
Ford Motor
15.40 - 0.02
General Electric
31.53 + 0.06
General Motors
47.32 • 0.16
GlaxiiSmithkline ADR
42.78 - 0.15
Goodrich
i41.04 + 0.44
Goodyear
9.18 + 0.03

It's Party True!

MORE THAN JUST A FLEA MARKET Now with 16 nationwide locations.

Inflatable Jumps are great for Birthday Parties,
Reunions, School Events, Church Activities,
and Company Picnics!

June 19th

$110/Month • 8'x 10' Space
No Commission Charge • Fully Computerized Registers

We Set It

Murray, KY

U

Take It Down!

944 South Twelfth Street

(270) 759-2106

PARTY TYME

Open 7 Days a Week

Jumps & Supplies
759-1833

M-Th 10-6, Fridays & Saturdays 10-8, Sundays 12-6

••••....•4.mns...••••"••11•allmpraddraidallulrat•uplanalLmal
-.91.

4

"Lots Of Other Items To Select From"

Leave A Message For Prompt Reply
Open Tue.-Fri. 7 a.m.-4 p.m.• Sat. 7 a.m.-12 p.m.

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

11111011141.1110011140

Pa

AP Phelg
A military escort walks along the caisson that will carry the
body of former President Ronald Reagan during a late night
practice run at the steps of the Capitol in Washington this
morning.

"Money For Metal"
We Buy Scrap Metal, Used Appliances,
Junk Cars, Aluminum Cans, Copper and Brass

Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon

Grand Opening

By The Associated Press
SIMI VALLEY, Calif. (AP) More than 100,000 admirers of
Ronald Reagan filed past the former
president's flag-draped coffin at the
hilltop library that bears his name, a
steady stream of well-wishers that
continued past nightfall.
"It's a lifetime event. I wanted to
show my gratitude. I wanted to
show my love," said Jesse Garcia,
52, who with his wife traveled down
from their home in Northern
California to the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Library.
The Reagan family was to escort
the body from the library
Wednesday to the nearby Navy base
at Point Mugu for a flight to
Andrews Air Force Base near
Washington aboard a presidential
Boeing 747.
The body was then to be taken to
the Capitol to lie in state until a
funeral at the National Cathedral on
Friday. It will then be returned to
California for burial at the presidential library that evening.
Reagan, the nation's 40th chief
executive, was 93 when he died
Saturday of pneumonia. as a complication of Alzheimer's disease. He
announced he had the disease a
decade ago.
His death revealed that the popularity of the former Republican president, California governor and
movie actor remained strong despite
his long absence from public life.
"It is unbelievable what I am seeing on TV,- Reagan office chief of
staff Joanne Drake quoted Nancy
Reagan as saying Tuesday. "The
outpouring of love for my husband
is incredible."
Mourners endured hours-long
waits just to drive into a nearby college that was shut down to provide
parking. They waited hours more to
board shuttle buses to the library,
which had to add more buses and
extend the period of lying in repose

MURRAY RECYCLING, LLC

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(2701 753-6272

Ceremonies shift
to nation's capital

The funeral for Frederick Todd Enix was Sunday at 4 p.m. in the chapel
of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Lexie Ray and Clay Blankenbaker officiated.
Mr. Enix, 40, East 2Ist Streeet. Benton, died Thursday, June 3, 2004, at
10:45 p.m. on Said Road, Benton.
A jeweler for David Spicer Jewelery, he was a member of F.airdealing
Church of Christ.
He was the son of the late Fred Enix and Peggy McMahon Enix.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Cannela Rena Enix; one sister, Mrs.
Melinda Blancett, and one brother. Barry Enix, both of Cordova, Tenn.; one
niece; five nephews; several relative. in Calloway County.

Democrat Kerry briefly pays respects to Reagan
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry, suspending overt
political activities this week in deference to
Ronald Reagan, briefly paid his respects before
the late president's flag-draped casket.
The last-minute trip Tuesday to Reagan's
presidential library in Simi Valley where the GOP
icon's body lay in repose was one of the few
times this week that Kerry appeared in public.
Reagan died Saturday and the national spotlight that had been on politics and the presumptive Democratic nominee suddenly shifted, all
but forcing Kerry to strike a delicate balance in
his White House bid.
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Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours. 8.00 a.m.-6.O0 p.m. M-F

•

"14,111ard Lyons,a market mike,. tlqs stock
hanged
-toon atattable on request
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priccs as Ot 9 d.ti
HopFed hank*
17.26 B 17.34
I
90.01 • 0.03
Intel
28.72 -0.2'
Kroger
17.19.+ 0.12
Mattel
17.67 - 0.02
Mcllonalds .„
26.90 + 0.06
Merck
48.19 - 0.18
Microsoft
"6.46 • 0.14
J.C. Penney
16.99 - 0.04
Pepsico, Inc
64.80 + 0.08
Kier, Inc.
.................35.81 - 0.33
Schering-Plough
16.51 -9.07
Sears
40.93 + 0.52
Time Warner
17.47 + 0.111
Union Planters
10.40 - 0.111
US Bancorp
28.32 • 0.0"
UST
17.3o -0.11
Wal-Mart
67.53 - 0.15
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Jobs receives award for Murray Country Club Golf
scholarly publication
Rick Jobs, graduate of Murray
High School. Murray State University and Rutgers University, has
been recently notified of an award
for his first scholarly publication.
Jobs is the winner of the 2004
William Koren Jr. Prize, awarded
by the Society for French Historical Studies (SFHS) for a "distinguished scholarly article on
French history in any time period published in an American, Canadian. or European journal."
In his notification from Brigitte
Miriam Bedos-Rezak, professor of
history at New York University,
she stated "Congratulations for a
brilliant article where,. through a
subtle analysis of French attacks
against American comics, you reach
the important conclusions that, in
the Fourth Republic. youth had
become a ke) site of intervention
at the crossroad of polities, social
policy. and popular culture.. Best
wishes. in writing for now, but
someday . I hope, in person."
The Koren Frill: • Committee
titian I iii )ii s I recommended that the
pri/e be tm aided for Jobs' essay
tilled --larian under Attack: Youth,
comics, and Cultural Reconstruc-.
non in Postwar France.- published
in the 2003 tall edition of French
Ilistorical Studies.
Die prite. which carries a financial reward, will be presented at
the next annual meeting of SPHS,
,scheduled to he held in Paris,
I Nowt., June 17-20. 2004.
Jobs, currently a historian at
in Port-

FUN & FASHION

Congratulations to Carolyn Parks who
won the SI(10 gift certificate at our
anniversary celebration last week.
()WIC of the Vveek: -With every ending something new begins.- Maxine
Cates
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report
"Voted Bea Lade(' Boutique in
Calloway Counts Two Years In A Row'.

e(DICicar

Women of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church are now making a -Heritage

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Red Hat Society to meet

The Senior Moments Chapter of the Red Hat
Society will meet Thursday at 10 a.m. in the annex
of Calloway Public Library. The group will be going
to Hazel where The Corner Shoppe will be hosting a tea for the society. The chapter is open to new members. Anyone interested in joining contact Paula Clark at 436-5096 or pjclark@allvantage.com.

CCMS Council to meet Thursday
Rick Jobs
land, Ore., and will leave for Paris
the first week of June to receive
the award as well as to complete
research on his book entitled "Riding the New Wave: Youth and
Rejuvenation of France After World
War IL"
In April, Jobs was a featured
guest on public radio's nationally
syndicated "Odyssey" out of Chicago when the topic of conversation was the category of youth.
Jobs was a student of Sue Spann
of Murray High School and Dr.
Terry Stricter of Murray State University. He studied with historian
Dr. Bonnie Smith while obtaining
his doctorate from Rutgers University.
He is married to Kimberly Brodkin, who teaches American history and Gender Studies at Lewis
and Clark College in Portland,
Ore. Jobs is the son of Sid and
Loretta Jobs of Murray.

Photo provided
Louise Lamb, right, presents the Silver Chalice to Peggy
Shoemaker, winner of the annual Ladies Madelyn Lamb Spring
Golf Tournament played at Murray Country Club May 19.

Red Cross Blood Drive on
Thursday at Curris Center
The Red Cross Blood Drive
staff will be at the Murray State
University Curris Center on Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tls
will be on the second floor louhe
Larry Doyle, chairman of Calloway County Red Cross Blood Drives, said "remember, all blood
supplies given to humans in life
saving procedures have been donated by volunteer donors. Only five
percent in a community of healthy,
eligible donors ever give blood."
To be eligible to give blood,

donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age limit),
weigh at least 110 pounds, not
have given blood in the last 56
days, and show Red Cross donors
card or picture ID.
A health review will be conducted by the staff to determine
eligibility to give blood. Refreshments will be served.
Another blood drive will be
June 21 at Fred's Super Dollar
Store, 928 South 12th St.. Murray.

NEW LONDON, Conn. — cue missions, protecting United
Cadet First Class M.Garrett Faulkn- States fishing waters, intercepting
er was graduated, with honors, illegal immigrants, confiscating
May 19 from the U.S.Coast Guard contrabaDd, and managing enviAcademy with a bachelor of sci- ronmental threatening spills and
ence degree in civil engineering. accidents..
At the commencement exercisA 2000 graduate of Hopkinsville
es, graduates in the Class of 2004 High School in Hopkinsville, Ky.,
received commissions as ensigns Faulkner is the son of Hal and
in the U.S. Coast Guard, Depart- Beth Faulkner, Hopkinsville. He
ment of Homeland Security. The is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
commencement speaker was Vice H.C. Sams, and the late Leon
President Dick Cheney.
Faulkner, Clinton, and Mr. and
Faulkner's first tour of duty will Mrs. Grover Burkett and the late
be as Engineering Officer in Train- Doris Burkett, Murray, Ky.
ing on the USCGC Sherman, a
Faulkner graduated 49th in a
378 foot high endurance cutter class of 214 cadets and was a
based in Alameda, Calif. The Sher- two-year participant in the Glee
man is one of the nation's pri- Club as well as a four-year memmary patrol vessels on the west ber of the Coast Guard Men's Swimcoast, conducting search and res- ming and Diving Team. He served

THE IRON PLACE - Paris, TN
Open
This ,
Weekend

SUMMER SPECIALS: Iron-Based, Rush Top Loveseats & Chairs
(Much Like Bamboo) 10% Off • All Table Lamps Now $26
Large Variety of Wall Art • Large Benches 10% Off (3 Left)
n Fri., Sat Mon. 9-5 • Sunda 2-4
Located On LaAcway(arch% %cross
Peppery. 01 iiwy. 79
Our Caring and
Qualified Staff is ready
help you choose the
memorial that honors your
family's tradition -for 60
years at the same location.

ienniti'r Smothers Spencer - Owner
1707 W Main St • Murray
(270) 753-1962

Cl
oP

lvt WthLR
New lines that have recently been added:

• La-Tee-Da! Lamps & Fragrances For The Home
• Caren-et Cie Hand, Body & Bath Treatment,
Doctor-recommended, vitamin-enriched
• Murval - Flower, Jute, "Circle" and Jelly Bags
• Go Girl! Greeting Cards
• Sarah's Angels - Committed to Finding A
Cure For Cancer
• Red Hatter's "Paradise"!
• Customized Scrapbook Albums & Papers
And Much, More To Come!

or

MHS Juniors plan event Thursday

a

Murray High School Juniors will have a fund-raising car wash on
Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Pizza Hut.
ra

Lodge meeting on Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 is scheduled to meet Thursday
at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant, South 12th Street, Murray.

United Pentecostal Church of New Concord will have a rebate day
at Captain D's on Friday. Customers are asked to place their receipts
in the box for the church on the counter.

Camp WOW open house Saturday
Woodmen of the World Camp WOW. U.S. Hwy. 641 North, Murray, will have open house on Saturday from noon to 4 p.m. This will
include free camp health examinations and swimming.

CCHS Class of 1984 plan reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1984 will have its 20-year
reunion on June 19. A breakfast will be at 9:30 a.m. at the cafeteria of CCHS. The banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. at the Kentucky Dam
Convention Center, Paducah. Letters have been sent, but some addresses were not obtained. For information call 1-270-554-4523.

The Coldwater 40's reunion will_be Saturday at 5 p.m. at Holmes
Family Restaurant on Highway 121 North, Murray. Everyone is invited to come and reminisce about told times and see friends and family members. Also persons are asked to bring old pictures to share
with the group.

Golden Pond Area school reunion Saturday
The annual Golden Pond Area Schools reunion will be Saturday
starting at 10 a.m. at the Fenton Airport Pavilion of Land Between
the Lakes. A potluck picnic lunch will be spread about noon. Former
faculty members and students of all the area schools are invited. For
information call Wendell Wallace at 1-270-522-6721.

Scott family reunion will be Sunday
The annual Scott family reunion will be Sunday at Weaks Community Center, South 7th and Poplar Streets, Murray. A potluck lunch
will be served at 1 p.m. For information call Dixie Scott Peeler at
753-7415 or Virginia D. Scott Chandler at 753-9907.

Counseling and assistance available

M. Garrett Faulkner
as team captain for two years,
including his senior year when the
team captured the NEWMAC Men's
Championship.
Faulkner plans to use his cutter duty to become qualified in
all phases of Coast Guard Officer
duty with a goal of flight school
when the cutter duty is completed.
In addition, Faulkner's younger
brother, Travis C. Faulkner,
received his promotion from Cadet
Fourth Class to Cadet Third Class
during ceremonies conducted May
19 aboard the Barque Eagle, the
Coast Guard's 295 foot long sailing training vessel.
His summer tour of duty aboard
the Eagle includes ports of call
at Savannah,Ga.,the Bahamas, Key
West, Fla., Nassau and Jacksonville,
Fla. The younger Faulkner just completed his first year of cadet training and plans to major in mechanical engineering.

Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on Thursday from
9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North,
Murray. This is a free service provided by the state of Kentucky. For
more information contact Ron McClure, regional field representative,
Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs at 1-877-812-0840.

Clothes Closet will be open Thursday
Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet will be open on Thursday
from 9 a.m, tp noon at the church in Dexter. Linda Young, coordinator, said the closet is in need of clothing for infants through teen
age. For information call Linda Young at 437-4890.

Mother to Mother Group to meet Thursday
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will
meet Thursday, at 10:30 a.m. in the park behind Calloway, Public
Library, or if raining will meet inside the building. Featured will be
refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more information call Kim Jastremski, CLEC,
at 759-4746 or more information.

Glory Bound will hear Laverne & Friends
Laverne & Friends will be the group to be featured at Glory
Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 P.m. at the Weaks Community Center. Each one is asked to bring a can of food for Need
Line. There is no admission, but a love offering will be taken. This
is an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist Church and the
public is invited.

Art Guild seeking

TURI
How ABOUT A
ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deterred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans
The initial guaranteed rate' is

COURT SQUARE • DOWNTOWN MURRAY • 753-0859

artists and craftsmen

Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., is seeking artists and craftsmen from across the region' for its Holiday Gallery. This event features a wide variety of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional works of art
and craft. Jurying sessions will be held in early August. For information call the guild at 753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murrayky.net.The guild is open Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m., Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. or by appointment.

3.50%
'This rare is guaranteed tor the first month and then
can ten,inorehty or can be woad in krone yea:
Guaranteed no tower Mann
Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

in
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Pentecostal Church plans promotion

Coldwater 40's reunion is Saturday

'Iliqtre Gifts & Scrupbooking Supplies
In our 33 years of successful business, we have
consistently brought new, fresh and trendy products to our valued customers.

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting Thursday at 10 a.m. in the
media center. This meeting is open to the public.

1

rh,,,k

305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

Imogene Paschall, a member of the group, said
"if any one would like to honor or memorialize
a loved one that is or has been a part of the
church, can do so by placing their names on the
quilt."
Persons may send their names with a fee of
$10 for each name to Imogene Paschall, 593
Paschall Rd., Murray, KY 42071 by June 20.

Jo's
Datebook

ServiceNews

Do you love the idea of fragrance in
)our home, but dislike the mess candles
an m*e? We have the answer for you.
Redolere Fragrance Lamp; it will give
you years of freshening and perfuming.
It is safer than candles due to-catalytic
combustion. Catalytic combustion is
used in industry to consume harmful
combustibles. One ConinlOn elZiMple is
the catalytic convener in automobiles.
Redolcre Lamps have taken the
unique properties of these catalysts and
used them to create the Redolere stone.
One of the most antating properties is
ttw catalysts ability to consume a combustible without igniting it. This means
'nee the flame is Mown out, it can't
L!nite any combustible liquid or gas.
Should your Redolere Lamp accidently he broken, the catalysts is burnin
II too low a temperature to ignite the
agrance.
Candles have a flame temperature of
700 degrees fahrenheit. 'The Redolere
ione burns at one fourth of that tem,crature. So not only does it out pertime any candle, it is also much safer.
he Redolere Lamp is beautifully
lesigned to lit in any decor. These
lamps come in a variety of colors and
many different fragrances to Choose
From.
Each Redolere Lamp comes with an
cora stone and 2 bottles of fragrance.
YOU light the lamp stone and let it burn
for aboutI.minutes. blow it out and the
lamp will perfume an average room in
about an hour and last all day.
These lamps are very comparable to
much more expensise types that sell
from $50 to over $450.
Redolere Lamps sell. for only $32. A
bottle of fragrance is only $12 will last
for a long time. You'll warn to try a
ariety of them.
This is the perfect gift for weddings.
hinhdays and you'll surdy have to have
ne for yourself.
We're really excited about these
lamps. Please come in and see what we
mean, it burns clean, no smoke and
smells di'.
We have 1/2 price racks on early
sprint: merchandise,
ou haven't been in lately we have
lots of terrific new items for the home
and of course great clothing and acct.'s-

'Heritage Quilt' being made
by South Pleasant Grove women

[

Jones Upholstery
Sherry Jones, former co-owner ofJones & Gray Upholster

Now accepting appointments for
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY & DRAPERY.
Free estimates with pickup & delivery.
25 Years Experience

Phone: 753-0355 or 293-4160

/
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Atkins celebrates 80th birthday

Photo provided

Euple Atkins (nee Colson),
widow of Brent Atkins, celebrated her 80th birthday on
June 2, 2004. She is a lifelong
resident of Calloway County.
Joining her in the celebration
were her six children: Norma
Wolfgang, Sacramento, Calif.,
Nancy Crowe, Lexington, and
Jerry Atkins, Bob Atkins,
Nita
and
Atkins
Ricky
Also
Murray.
Galloway, all of
celebrating her birthday were
her 12 grandchildren, 18
great-grandchildren and three
great-great-grandchildren.
Her sister, Dorothy Ross, and
two of her daughters, all of
Bardwell, also attended. In
honor of her 80 years, she
was presented with a memory
picture wall hanging of her
children and grandchildren.
The quilt was sewn by a famiAnne
member, Mary
ly
Schmidt of Travis Air Force
Base, Calif.

Photo provided

Chris Cain, left, and Penny Colen were speakers at a meeting of
Murray Kiwanis Club.

Cain and Colen present
program for Kiwanis
Chris Cain presented the program at a recent meeting of the
Kiwanis Club held at Pam's Cake
and Deli.
In his program on "Identity
Theft," Cain said it has hit Murray. "Identity theft is a crime
which occurs when someone uses
information which they have taken
from another person," Cain said.
Cain gave the following tips
on how to protect your identity:
•Do not hand your credit card

to servers at restaurants;
•Do not give out personal information over the Internet;
• Do not keep your Social
ur;ity number in your wallet or
peurcse
S
•

•Shred unwanted mail with personal information.
Assisting in the program was
Penny Colen. For more information about "Identity Theft," contact Cain at Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc.

AARP Driver Safety

Switch your family
to FamilyTalk.
Only $999 per additional line.
FREE
after $50 mail-in rebate and
$50 trade-in credit with 2-year
service agreement

Samsung x427

CAMERA
PHONE

Photo provided

$9999

Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP participated in the
annual AARP National Volunteer Day by sponsoring and providing refreshments for a Drivers Safety Class in May at Grace
Baptist Church. Hilda Winchester, right, driver safety instructor,
presents a plaque of appreciation to Nancy Manning, left, president of the local AARP Chapter.

after $100 mail-in
rebate with 2-year
-

service agreement.

Motorola v400

Need the perfect place for all
your guests?
We offer Wedding Group Rates
Bride & Groom • Meeting Room Facilities
the
for
Suites
Book your rooms today!

1210 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Ameritiost
Inn
11110".
—

Switch your family and keep your number.

(270) 759-5910

PER LINF per month.
• Get up to three additional lines for only y.99
On select plans.7

Acceptance Capital
Mortgage

• TALK FOR FREE nationwide to over 24 million Cingular customers.

Corporation

*DEBT CONSOLIDATION
*PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
*NIOST ALL CREDIT GRADES
*PAY OFF YOUR CREDIT CARDS
*CREDIT CHA',LENGES/BA NKRUPTC1ES

L
gtf;

COME BY TODAY AT 632 SOUTH 4111 STREET, MURRAY,KY
OR CALL 270-753-7665
TOLL FREE ;4;.'-246-4093

*
*4,Polish Pottery in Stars & Stripes 30% Off
'NEW Deep Dish Casseroles *
cmit for In tiered Summer Saituis!
'Whiny Bugs
*•Decorative Flower Pots
'Decorative Bottles Reg. S10 Now $7
* •Patriotic Pillows Reg. S16 Now $1.2

,*

Oiee Worid (Marketylace
•'Alon-Yr o-v,

• ROLL OVER your unused anytime minutes.

• cingular

P.• e

Its you best
PART OF THE

N

\ t to Clicri •1 licat,:r • '.‘turray • c

• NEVER pay roaming. NEVER pay long distance.

All only from Cingular.

Sum Sum Summertime;
N

.-. !
Wow,I'm convinc)ed

o-.:,

LSOUTH FAMILY

CALL 1-866-CINGULAR • CLICK WWW.CINGULAR.COM • C'MON IN TO A STORE
bomb/tali=
Eastland Mall
Madisonville, Parkway Plaza Mall, 1756 E Center SO
Murrav 808 N 12th Sit
Paducah, Paducah Mall, 5131 Hinkleyille Rd.t

Viall•Abei Locations
Benton, 310W 5th Set
Clinton, 162 Kimbro Si
Fulton,607 N Highland Dr.t
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Promotion ceremony

Build an astronaut

Engagement
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Members of Girl Scout Junior Troop 1423 attended a workshop
at the Challenger Center in Paducah. One of the activities of the
day was to "build an astronaut" out of recyclable materials. Girl
Scouts is a United Way agency. Laura Lee Winchester is troop
leader.
4MMI

Travis and Pankey

•

Nlr. and Mrs..David Travi- ,,E Murra,\ announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter. Amy Elizabeth Travis, to
'Joseph Russell Simmons Pankey,. son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul MacFadden Pankey Jr. of Birmingham. Ala.
. Miss trav is is the granddaughter of Mrs. Leone Parker Travis of
Murrav arid Mrs. Sue CarMack and the late Grady Samuel Carmack
40 Benton
Pankey is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Paul MacFadden Pankey of Birmingham and the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
'Russell Simmons of Jasper. Ala.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She graduated from Samford University, Birmingham, with a
degree in Journalism and mass communication: She is an alumna of
/eta Tau Alpha sorority.
The groom-elect is a 1997 graduate of Mountain Brook High
School. Birmingham. He is a 2002 graduate of Auburn University
School of Architecture and Engineering where he was a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. He is currently a self-employed engineering consultant.
The wedding will he Saturday. July 31. 2004, at 6 p.m. at First
Baptist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

BirthAnnouncements
Garrett Evan Ensor
Maj. John and Anne Ensor of Manassas, Va., are the parents of a
son, Garrett Evan Ensor, born on Tuesday, April 20, 2004, at 10:44
p.m. at the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Md.
The baby weighed four pounds eight ounces and measured 18
inches. The mother is the former Anne Schoenfeldt of Murray. A sister is Morgan Elizabeth Ensor.
Grandparents are Roger and Adelaide Schoenfeldt of Murray, and
Joan Ensor and the late Hoover Ensor of Jarrettsville, Md. Greatgrandparents are Elwyn Robbins and the late Farland Robbins of
Mayfield.

Jayden David
Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Morris
of Murray are the parents of a
son, Jayden David Morris, born
on Saturday, May 29, 2004, at
2:12 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed seven pounds
nine .ounces and measured 18 1/4
inches. The mother is the former
Cathy Morgan.
Grandparents are J.D. and Mary
Morris and David and Dee Morgan, all of Murray.

Patterson granted degree
. SEARCY. Ark. - William PayIon Patterson oi New Concord,
Xv.. was among the 537 ,gradttating seniors who receiv ed diplo'JILIN in commencement exercises
at Harding University.

Patterson received the bachelor
of science degree in biology. He
is a graduate 'rtt Calldway- County High School.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs..
V%
Patterson of New Concord.

Photo provided

May 27, Murray Elementary P4 students had a special promotion ceremony. Each student was recognized by their prin-

On

cipal, Ms. Janet Caldwell in front of a packed gym where several hundred well wishers cheered the students success.
Pictured receiving her certificate is Ashley Dawson. P4 student
in Ms. Durfee's class.

su

Owen receives degree
from Wofford College
SPARTANBURG, S.C. — Jeffrey Eric Owen fias completed
requirements to receive a bachelor's degree from Wofford College. He participated in the college's commencement activities
May 15 and 16.
Owen graduated with a bach-

elor of arts in economies. He was
a Campus Union delegate and was
named to the dean's list for the
2004 spring semester.
Owen is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. David Owen of 1807 Sherry Ln.. Murray. Ky.
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Kurds threaten to bolt government if Shiites dominate
interim charter in the resolution.
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Shiites oppose parts of the charter
Kurdish parties warned, that they that give Kurds a veto over a permamight bolt Iraq's new government if nent constitution due to be drawn up
Shiites gain too much power. In next year.
Meanwhile, clashes persisted
another challenge to the. interim
around Fallujah, a rebellious
today
up
blew
administration, saboteurs
an oil pipeline, forcing a 10 percent Sunni Muslim city west of Baghdad.
Four members of an Iraqi force
cut in electricity output.
Kurdish fears of Shiite domina- given control of the city last April
tion rose after the Americans and were wounded when a mortar round
British turned down their request to exploded.
The pipeline attack appeared to
have a reference to the interim constitution — which enshrines be part of an insurgent campaign
Kurdish federalism — included in against infrastructure to shake confithe U.N. resolution approved dence in the new government, due to
take power on June 30.
Tuesday.
The blast occurred about 9:30
t
prominen
most
country's
The
Shiite leader, Grand Ayatollah Ali a.m. near Beiji, 155 miles north of
al-Husseini al-Sistani, warned he Baghdad, said Col. Sarhat Qadir of
would not accept mention of the the Kirkuk police. Huge fireballs

Kurds fear that the interim coninfrastructure have impeded efforts
s
to eliminate power outages, espe- stitution, which the American
the
in
ve
most
progressi
the
as
hailed
cially in the capital.
once
Coalition officials fear that insur- Middle East, will be sidelined
Shiite
the
and
ends
on
occupati
the
infragents may step up- attacks on
structure targets to undermine pub- clergy gains ascendancy.
The Kurds have been running
lic confidence both in the U.S. occue
pation authority and the new their own autonomous mini-stat
would
Kurds
many
and
1991,
since
regime.
prefer their own independent counBoth major Kurdish parties
try.
the Kurdistan Democratic Party and
At the United Nations, Secretarythe Patriotic Union of Kurdistan —
Kofi Annan sought to reasGeneral
conferred Wednesday to consider a
saying that while the
Kurds,
the
sure
refer
to
not
decision
the
to
response
to the interim constitution in the resolution doesn't refer to the conthat
U.N. resolution. The interim charter, stitution, it "does have language
ic
adopted in March, affirms the prin- refers to a united federal democrat
Iraq."
the
gave
and
m
ciple of federalis
Diplomats said reference to the
Kurds an effective veto over the perconstitution was omitted
interim
drafted
be
to
manent constitution
because of opposition by al-Sistani.
next year.

rose into the air, witnesses said.
Oil Ministry spokesman Assem
Jihad told Dow Jones Newswires
that the attack would not affect
exports from the northern oil fields.
However, the blast cut supplies to
the Beiji electric power station,
forcing a reduction of 400
megawatts in power generation,
Jihad said.
Iraq now produces around 4.000
megawatts. Power cuts in the country have now reached more than 16
hours a day. making it difficult to
cope with soaring heat, which is
already more than 100 degrees.
The U.S.-run coalition had made
its ability to guarantee adequate
electricity supplies a benchmark of
success in restoring normalcy to
Iraq. However, sabotage and frayed

Bush seeks support for Middle East plan
SEA ISLAND, Ga.(AP) — The
United States and its biggest allies
are proclaiming that a unanimous
U.N. vote will heal their bitter divisions over Iraq. But the newfound
unity faces a major test when they
take up a U.S. plan to expand the
push for democracy throughout the
Arab world.
President Bush was touting the
success on Iraq in a one-on-one
meeting with the new interim Iraqi
president, Ghazi al-Yawer on the
sidelines of the Group of Eight summit.
But significantly. the four G-8
nations that have refused to send
troops to Iraq — Russia, France.
Germany and Canada — said the
U.N. Security Council resolution
did not change their opposition to
putting troops in the country.
A resigned Bush said. "I expect
nations will contribute as they see
fit."
Massive security kept the handful of anti-globalization protesters
far away from the exclusive barrier
island resort where this year's G-8
summit was taking place.
The 0-8 leaders were confronting an array of topics on their
second day of talks today, starting
with threats to the global economy,
such as the spike in oil prices.
Many allies see America's soaring budget and trade deficits as
equally threatening to world prosperity. But administration officials
say Bush will defend his tax cuts as
the critical ingredient to jump-start
the U.S. and world economies. Bush
will also cite his pledge to cut the
federal budget deficit in half over
the next five years.
The world leaders were meeting
over lunch with the leaders of six
Middle Eastern nations in a discussion aimed at boosting Bush's initiative to promote freedom?, democracy and economic growth throughout
the Middle East. Bush hopes the
plan will emerge as the central
achievement of the summit.
But the plan has stirred deep suspicion in the region, home to some
of the world's most authoritarian
regimes. Many Arab and European
countries view the proposal as
unwanted meddling. And three
Arab countries — Egypt, Saudi
Arabia and Morocco — turned

Shiites are believed to compromise
about 60 percent of Iraq's 25 million
while Kurds number around 15 percent.
In a statement addressed to the
U.N. Security Council earlier this
week, al-Sistani warned that mentioning the interim charter in the resolution would be "an act against the
will a the Iraqi people and will
have dangerous results."
He denounced the charter, saying
it was "put in place by an unelected
council, under the shadow of occupation" — referring to the U.S.picked Governing Council that
approved it. Iraq's Foreign Minister
Hoshyar Zebari, the first Kurd to
hold the post, said he had lobbied
unsuccessfully for an acknowledgment of the charter.

Senior Health Insurance Program
(S.H.I.P.) Invites you to be
a Volunteer Counselor!!!
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S.H.I.P. provides information, counseling, and assistance to
seniors and disabled individuals, their family members and
caregivers. S.H.I.P. services are provided free-of-charge by
numerous, local, well-trained counselors.
To become a S.H.I.P. counselor, take advantage of
this training opportunity.

Recruitment/Orientation Day
June 17, 2004
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Free-of-Charge!!!
Purchase Area Development District
1002 Medical Drive, Mayfield, KY
Large Conference Room
Topics Include:
• S.H.I.P. Overview and How to Become a Counselor

Service Beyond Compare

JERRY ADAMS

•Thousands of Designs To Choose From
•Competitive Prices •Locally Owned & Operated
3812 Hwy. 641 North (Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

• Medicaid - How it affects you?
• Social Security - Questions and Answers
• Legal Aid - Living Wills/Power of Attorney
Lunch will be provided.
Space limited to 50 participants who
R.S.V.P. by June 15, 2004. Please call 270-251-6165
to R.S.V.P. or for additional information!!

270-759-1333
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Chicago 7, St. Louis 3

Cubs bats come alive against 'Birds

AP Photo

St. Louis cCardinals second baseman Tony Womack, left,
tags mg.. Chkago Cubs Jose Macias during a steal attempt
in the third inning Tuesday in Chicago.

CHICAGO (AP) — The weather is heating up, and so is Derrek Lee.
Lee went 3-for-4 with three RBIs to spark
an offensive outburst Tuesday night, and Matt
Clement kept up his mastery of the St. Louis
Cardinals in 'a 7-3 victory.
"It was a good game," said Lee, hitting
.317 with 12 RBIs over the last 10 games. "I
got some hits, and Clement pitched a good
game. We needed it."
Every Cubs starter except Clement got at
least one hit. Todd Hollandsworth had a pair
of RBIs, and Aramis Ramirez and Ramon
Martinez each drove in a run. Clement (7-4)
improved to 3-0 against the Cardinals this season, scattering three runs and five hits over
eight innings while striking out nine.
Scott Rolen was the only Cardinal with
any luck against Clement, home-ring twice and
drawing a walk. But the Cardinals, playing
Athout NL batting champion Albert Pujols, man-

aged only four other hits — two in the final
five innings.
"Clement was just outstanding," Cardinals
manager Tony La Russa said. "As well as he
pitched. Scott gets a walk and a couple of
home runs and he hits another ball hard. You
have a day like that again anybody, it's outstanding. But as well as their pitcher was
throwing, that means even more."
It didn't mean a win, though.
The Cubs have been scuffling for offense
without Sammy Sosa, scoring four runs or
less in six of their previous seven games. But
Williams (3-6) was the perfect remedy. He
has lost his last three decisions against Chicago, all at Wrigley Field, and the Friendly Confines weren't any more welcoming Tuesday.
The Cubs roughed him up for seven runs —
six earned — and 12 hits in five innings.
Chicago had a runner in scoring position
in all but one inning against Williams and

fourtouched him for six straight hits in the
third.
run
"I
"I think hitting is contagious," Lee said.
team
your
When
level.
think it's a confidence
snowballs.
is swinging the bat well, it kind of
way."
other
the
thing
same
the
And
With Moises Alou at second, Ramirez at
first and Hollandsworth at the plate with one
out in the third, Williams spun around and
threw to second. But his throw was a little
wide, and backup shortstop Hector Luna couldn't grab it. The ball skipped into the outfield,
allowing Alou to go to third and Ramirez to
second.
Hollandsworth followed with a double to
the deep corner in right. Roger Cedeno looked
as if he might grab it, but he stopped short
of the brick wall and had to play it on the
hop, giving Alou and Ramirez plenty of time
to score.

Calloway counts days until state game with Louisville Mercy
in County to the docket — a
team that took the Lady Lakers
to 22 innings (a state record)
before prevailing 1-0.
Calloway also faced upper-echelon squads such as Greenwood
and Central Hardin in the lateseason Western Kentucky University Battle of the Hill event.
"Every team up there is good,"
Pigg said of the; state-Anornaffient
By MICHAEL DANN
field of 16. "We have to play one
Sports Writer
game at a time, just like everyFor doormat to dominant'?
win one,
Maybe not quite yet. But, in a one else does. If you
to the next
on
move
can
you
then
winds
the
time,
of
short period
of change at Calloway County one.
"Really, .1 don't think you can
High School are beginning to blow
kind of stuff, or
in a new direction for the Lady worry about that
I'm telling my
what
that's
least
at
Laker softball team.
girls."
(22y
Callowa
week,
last
Late
Those games will hopefully
10) captured its first-ever First
prove beneficial over the weekRegion title by blasting the usuas Pigg might Rossibly earn
end
ally dominating Reidland Lady
with Central Hardin —
rematch
a
region
Greyhounds 10-1 in the
a game Calloway lost 3-2 at WKU.
championship game.
But he's counting on experi• Come Friday. the Lady Lakers
to pay off and intimidation
ence
will travel to Owensboro, where
be a facto,
to
not
they will participate in their firstthose teams, we now
"Playing
ever state softball tournament by
more about them and we
know
playing Louisville Mercy (20-15) know that we can beat some of
at 9 a.m. at Jack C. Fisher State those teams," said Calloway first
Park.
baseman Carrie Radke. "We've
For most members of the squad, played them both very close, and
it's an experience like no other that should help our confidence
—a life-long goal, if you will. more than anything.
It's one experience they have guar"Our pitching is going to be there
anteed they will not take lightly. with Kalyn (Fox) on the mound.
Danielle and our defense is going to baEk
catcher
Senior
McMillen is just one of four sen- her up. I think the one key to us
iors, joining Kathryn Stalls. Amiee being successful is for us to conDial and Ashley Chadwick, who tinually hit the ball."
still had elation in her eyes TuesA chance of thunderstorms looks
day afternoon at a Calloway Coun- to make its way into the Daviess
ty practice session.
County area over' the weekend,
"I thought we could have done with highs reaching 87 degrees
it this year, and I'm very excited and a low expected of around 72.
that we are getting the opportuMuggy, humid weather could
nity to go to state."
play a pan in how Pigg uses Fox.
Playing the likes of Heath. the He's not concerned with her develLady Greyhounds, St. Mary and oping fatigue, but he did say some
Murray in western Kentucky would changes would be made to accomnormally be enough. for a coach modate .her.
"What we'll probably do is run
when it comes time to make the
for Kalyn when she gets on base
schedule.
But first-year head coach James to take some pressure, off of her.
Pigg decided to shake things up, We played Christian County three
stir the pot and now he's glad he games in a row without taking a
break, so I fully believe that anydid.
thing we run into up there won't
of.
Pigg scheduled Beechwood
he much harder than that was."
Christadded
also
He
Tennessee.

definitely a new day for
girls' fast-pitch softball in the First
.Region.
A region so
dominated by
Reidland since
the inception of
fast-pitch
the
game in the
1990s has now
seen a major
Sidelines shift in the balance of power.
By Scott
That balance
Nanney
of power has
Sports
made its way to
Editor
the Fourth District: and more
y County and
Callowa
to
notably
Murray high schools.
Murray High first broke the
Second District's stranglehold on

the First Region crown, becoming the first school other than
Reidland and Lone Oak to win
the title when it defeated the Lady
Flash in last year's championship
game at Calloway County High
School.
The Lady Lakers followed the
Lady Tigers' breakthrough effort
with their shocking 10-1 rout of
the Lady Greyhounds last Thursday at Ballard Memorial High
School.
The shock was not that Calloway won the ball game. but rather
in how it won.
In a stark reversal of roles, the
Lady Lakers appeared as the bullies of the block in pushing around
a youthful Reidland squad for
most of last Thursday's contest.
An eight-run third inning for

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Kobe
Bryant had to take this shot. He
wanted the clock near zero, a
longtime rival in his face and the
Lakers' destiny on his shoulders.
He !Oyes a challenge as much
as Los Angeles loves drama.
And when Bryant had everything he wanted, he did what the
greats do: He made a shot that
might have changed the NBA
Finals.
Bryant hit a game-tying 3-pointer with 2.1 seconds left, then
scored four of his 33 points in
overtime to lead the Lakers to a
99-91 victory over the Detroit Pistons in Game 2 on Tuesday night,
evening the series at one game
apiece.
During the most trying year of
his life, Bryant has found his
greatest peace on the court — the
place where he feels he always
can control the outcome. The Pistons thought they had their second straight victory after taking a
six-point lead in the final minute
of regulation, but Bryant still was
in control.
"It's all about rising to the
challenge," Bryant said.
Shaquille O'Neal added six of
his 29 points in overtime against
the demoralized Pistons, who were
45 seconds away from a shocking two-game series lead. Instead.
Bryant's shot over Richard Hamilton provided the shock, and Detroit
stumbled to the lowest-scoring
overtime in NBA Finals history.
managing just two points on 1 for-9 shooting.
In the locker room, the Pistons wore the dazed looks of so
many Lakers opponents over the
past five seasons. There was
unspeakable frustration of playing
a superb game, yet still not being
good enough to overcome the sheer
will of Shay and Kobe.
Instead of criticizing his team
for blowing its lead or freezing
up in overtime, Pistons coach Larry
Brown had nothing but praise for
e — particularly Bryant.
everyon
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8. Times photo
Jessiplayers
Lady Laker softball
Calloway County head coach James Plgg speaks with
start of their practice on Tuesthe
to
prior
Radke
Carrie
and
Morris
ca Greer, Chelsea
day.

Calloway had the Lady Greyhounds uncharacteristically rattled
to the tune of four errors. Reidland committed a whopping seven
miscues in the game.
The breakout inning and the
easy victory were welcome sights
to the CCHS coaching staff, who
have suffered through more than
their fare share of nail-biters during this 2004 campaign. Of the
Lady Lakers' 32 games this season, 15 of them have been decided by two runs or less.
While the emergence of its
offense was certainly a key for
Calloway, it was the pitching of
junior hurler Kalyn Fox that paved
the way to the region title.
Fox, who tossed a perfect game
earlier in the tournament, allowed
the Lady Greyhounds just one run

on three hits in the contest. Her
numbers for the three-day tournament included more strikeouts
(15) than baserunners (10) and
only four hits in 21 innings of
work.
Fox. who has been honing her
craft on the mound since she was
in the eighth grade, has undoubtedly become the region's best
pitcher and one of the best in
the state.
Overall, pitching is the major
reason both Calloway and Murray have turned into softball powerhouses. Fox and the Lady Tigers'
Kaci Carpenter have lifted their
two schools into the forefront.
Pitching was also the key for
Reidland during its dominant run,
which produced state championships for the Lady Greyhounds
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Hollywood Ending

Have Mercy
The KHSAA state
softball tournament
Ns ill begin Friday at
9 a.m. in
Owensboro at
lack C. Fisher Park

Te
fir

in 1995 and 2002. And its what
will likely sustain Calloway during this weekend's tournament in
Owensbor.O.
Curious choices?: Despite
first-ever regional
claiming
championship, Calloway County
had just one representative (Fox)
on the All-First Region Softball
Team.
Reidland. a team the Lady Lakers had just dominated to the tune
of 10-1 in the title game. had
three players — Megan Vos.
Bethany Thieleman and Cheyenna King — named to the team
during a brief recognition ceremony following last Thursday's
game.
There's only one word for that:
Ridiculous.

AP Photo

Los Angeles Lakers' Kobe
Bryant (8) celebrates after
winning Game 2 of the NBA
Finals against the Detroit Pistons 99-91 in overtime, Tuesday in Los Angeles. Bryant
scored a three-pointer in the
final seconds of the game
to tie it and send it into
overtime.
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O'Brien fired for
paying money to recruit

Teams from First Christian Church in Murray recently took
first and second place, respectively, at the Need Line Golf
Tournament. The team of Mike Holton, John Fuqua and Dan
Parker (pictured above) claimed the top prize. The team of
Don Wilhelm, Jerry Stanley, Dan Jones and Charlie Nesbitt
(pictured below) placed second.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Ohio State hired Jim O'Brien to
clean up a disreputable program.
On Tuesday, the university fired
O'Brien because he admitted he
gave a recruit $6,000 five years
ago -- not long after he ran off
several problem players left over
from the previous coach.
"I am troubled that a rule was
admittedly violated and it took us
five years to find out about it,"
said athletic director Andy Geiger,
who frequently championed the
honesty of his basketball coach as
the Buckeyes struggled through a
14-16 season last year.
Geiger said he was stunned
when he found out about what he
called serious violations in the
basketball program.
In a statement released through
his attorney. O'Brien, who was
133-88 in seven years as Ohio
State's head coach, did not dispute that he helped potential recruit
Aleksandar Radojevic.
"I am advised that my firing
is because I was asked to and
tried to give assistance to a young
man's family who was in dire
financial straits," said O'Brien,
who did not return phone messages left at his home and Ohio
State office. "The assistance in no
way influenced the young man in
his decision to attend OSU and,
indeed, the young man did not
enroll at OSU."
Geiger would not say whether
the money was O'Brien's or came

from another source.
"My understanding is it was
not the school's (money)," Geiger
said.
Geiger said O'Brien indicated
he gave the money to Radojevic
because the player's father had died,
his mother was unable to work
and he had three siblings.
Radojevic, a 7-foot-3 center,
played in his
native
Yugoslavia and
recruited
was
and signed by
O'Brien. Before
he attended a
class or wore an
Ohio State uniform, however,
the NCAA ruled
he was ineligiO'Brien
ble for accepting $13,000 from a professional
team in his homeland.
Prevented from playing college
ball, Radojevic entered the NBA
draft and was taken with 12th
overall pick by the Toronto Raptors. Injuries cut short his NBA
career. Ohio State learned of
O'Brien's paymept to Radojevic
through a lawsuit against O'Brien
by a woman who said she provided housing, meals and clothes
for another Ohio State recruit, Slobodan Savovic, from the same
war-torn area. He played four years
with the Buckeyes and was on
the 1998-99 team O'Brien led to
the Final Four.

SportsBriefs
Craft takes Tot Walden
La CENTER, Ky. — Murray
State men's golfer Michael Craft
emerged victorious from a fourplayer playoff to win the Tot Walden
State Farm Invitational championship last Sunday at Ballard County Country Club.
Craft, a native of Paducah, won
the third playoff hole to claim the
title. The Tilghman High School
product fired rounds of 67 and
70 on the par-72 course to finish
tied with Randy Cooper, Mike
Shelbourne and Chris Gregory at
7-under-par through 36 holes of
play.

Craft, who will enter his sophomore season this fall, finished
his first collegiate season at MSU
with a 17th-place finish at the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships on April 26-28 at the
Country Club of Paducah.
Overall, the Racers earned second place in the 11-team tournament, just four shots behind firstplace Jacksonville State.
The Racers are tentatively set
to open the 2004 fall schedule on
Sept. 13-14 at the Gulf Coast Classic in Bay St. Louis, Miss.

& Field
• Paul Glynn of Murray recently competed in the Birmingham Track
and
events
three
in
medals
gold
won
he
where
Ala.,
Birmingham,
Classic in
a silver medal in another one.
the USATFParticipating in the men's 35 through 39-year-old division of
meter and
sanctioned masters meet. Glynn brought home the gold in the 100
silver in the
200 meter runs and the high jump competition. He also won
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Nobody can protect your AVIV
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Van Haverstock

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League
East Division

National League
East Division
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L.
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27
28
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24
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Atlanta
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3
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491 4 1 2
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1
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8
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10
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L
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Chicago
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30
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34
21
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Tampa Bay
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8:30-5 M-F & After Hours by Appointment

Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997

June 10, 11 & 12
Select Group of

GIASS.
AQUA
Indulgence CollectionTubs
Below Cost

'6949

Eljer
Murray
1.6 Gal,
Toilet

e DELTA
400 Faucet
With Sprayer
Reg. $76.37
SKU #400

In Stock

'4949

I
Sale

V111

01
t(

t*SNAPPER

Forte Lighting

12 H.P. 30" Cut
Sale Price

SKU #2206-05-17
SKU #2208-05-17
Reg $111.99

s1,349

sal.$6549
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'4949

Sale

18 Volt Drill
Reg. $49.99
SKU #GIF0021

'3999

Duplicate Keys

49'

West Kentucky's Largest Aqua Glass Dealer

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3361

nc.

.4r

Reg. $69.99
SKU #MURRAYW
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Tools Below Cost
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(270)753-7407

DELTA
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10

•4 Weeks to Close from Start To Finish

Sale

Your Hardware, Electrical and Plumbing Professionals

GB

• No. 1 in Western KY for rural housing zero down
program - 4 years in a row

Already Discounted Prices

0 PAYMENTS
UNTIL APRIL 2005
WITH APPROVED CREDIT.

Pct
579
579
564
386

i
0

"Home Ownership Made Easy"

Available in Mocha
and Brownstone
Reg. $91.99

AY
RR
MU
SUPPLY COMPANY

GB

Global Mortgage Link, LLC

5%Off

BUY NOW
& RECEIVE
0% INTEREST

Pct
564
544
455
439
382

ucah received the most votes (205),
Staff Report
easily outdistancing Darnell and
Murray Ledger & Times
Local businessman Kenny Dar- four other area candidates.
However. Tuesday's vote was
nell received the second-most votes
purposes and
during Tuesday night's nomina- strictly for nomination
is et,enwho
on
barring
no
has
tions for the First District's seat
appointed by Fletcher to
tually
and
Wildlife
on the Kentucky Fish
represent the district.
Resources Commission.
Others receiving votes last night
Fifty-seven votes were cast in included Charlie Martin of WickDarnell's favor during a mock liffe (47), Robin Floyd of Murray
election at North Marshall Mid- (12), Doug Akers of Fulton (tOuri
dle School, where representatives and Eddie McGregor of Murray
of the Kentucky Department of (three).
Fish and Wildlife Resources colThe top five vote-getters --lected five names to submit to minus the vote totals — will be
Gov. Ernie Fletcher for consider- submitted to Fletcher later this
ation.
week. Fletcher's decision is expectIncumbent First District com- ed to be announced at an Aug.
missioner Mike Boatwright of Pad- 27 meeting of the commission.

Craftmade UniPack
Builder's Award Fan
with Light

$iii00 Off

GB
—
1/2
1/2
11
12

Darnell second in voting

Select Group of Light Fixtures and Fans Below Cost

Vent-Free Fireboxes
& Logs

41. ••• ••• ••• 41

24
24
24
35

33
33
31
22

Anahem
Oakland
Texas
Seattle

Pct
643
596 2
472 9
448
38214

Sale

11.in
raftmade

State Auto
Insurance

1 Anniversary

949
Sale $4

MONESSEN

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

Mike Miller Park
• Major League Soccer Camps will be held June 14-18 at
Intermein Draffenville. Camp programs are available for Munchkins, Nippers,
camps
diate, team camp (12-18 players) and goalkeeper camp. The cost of the
are $95. $140, $1,300. $1.750. $120 and $60. „Campers may also visit
SportingEssentials.com to purchase soccer equipment or apparel.
For more information, visit MLScamps.corn on the Internet or contact Tony
Griffith at (270) 527-0468.

a

Reptesenung

Sponsored By:

tourIN The Mayfield Men's League baseball team will host a co-ed softball
contact
nament on June 11.- 12 at Sedalia Ballpark. For more information,
Thursday.
Justin Mason at (270) 559-6008, The deadline for registration is

Craftmade UniPack
Builder's Award Fan
with Light
Available in Brushed
Nickel, Polished Brass
and Antique Bross
Reg. $69.99
All

SCOREBOARD

javelin.
SIU-Edwardsville.
The next USATF event is scheduled for Sunday, June 13 at
the USATF site
visit
should
track
masters
in
competing
in
interested
Anyone
org).
(www.usaff.
Internet
on the

Murray
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Better visi
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Few preschoolers have their eyesight thoroughly checked,
although up to 20 percent have some eye
problem that. if uncorrected, could delay
learning or even cause permanent vision
New guidelines are urging pediatricians
and health workers to better screen children
under 5 for lazy eye and other disorders —
eten as a major study of preschoolers'
ision shows many of those screening tests
are far from perfect.
It's part of a growing debate over
whether all youngsters should see an eye
doctor before starting school, or whether
improving routine vision screening could
spot more tots who need help.
"It's a very touchy topic," says Dr. Susan
Taub. a Northwestern University ophthalmologist who chairs the Better Vision
Institute. "The key message is kids are get-

g tests are when given by nurses or
screening with comprehensive eye exams in screenin
an exam to enter school
s. Those results are due next year.
ting lost in the system the way it exists."
volunteer
enrolled
Vision screenings to spot signs of eye several thousand 3- to 5-year-olds
Until the controversy's settled, she advisMeanwhile, many eye-doctor groups
by pediatricians, in Head Start programs in five cities.
es parents to watch for warning signs, even problems are offered
to urge a comprehensive eye exam
continue
starEarly results, published in April, are
groups, but the
r
voluntee
and
schools
to
babies,
with
oo
peek-a-b
playing
when
by age 3 even as other organizations work to
few preschoolers tling: The best four screening tests detected
vision screenings.
help ensure their children's eye problems National Eye Institute says
improve
only two-thirds of eye disorders in children
get screened.
aren't missed.
ss, "check your kids' eyes at
Regardle
by
d
performe
were
gs
screenin
Guidelines issued last month urge pedia- — when the
advises.
Youngsters born with nearsightedness.
Taub
home,"
care providers to pediatric eye specialists.
vision warning signs, includfor
farsightedness. focus problems or lazy eye tricians and other primary
Watch
symbols
Lea
The
best?
Which worked
opriate vision
slightly turns in on out;
that
seldom complain because they have no way do more by making age-appr
eye
an
ing:
s for eye-chart. where preschoolers, using one
checkup
regular
of
part
gs
screenin
parTo
properly.
seeing
not
they're
to know
g; closing one eye or turning the
eye at the time, identify such symbols as a squintin
every child under 5.
focusing; avoiding coloring or
ents, symptoms can be subtle.
when
head
where vision is
The advice from the U.S. Preventive square or circle; retinoscopy,
ss or becoming easily
clumsine
Yet the earlier vision problems are corand
books;
two
and
n;
reflectio
light
on
ent-appoint- measured based
or, for older children,
play
rected, the better — and if lazy eye in par- Services Task Force, a governm
during
d
frustrate
machines, the Retinomax
that more prob- handheld
any of these sympnoticing
ticular isn't fixed soon enough. one eye ed group, reflects evidence
Parents
study.
Vision
t
SureSigh
if children are Autorefractor and
have their child examined by an
becomes blind. Plus, vision and learning are lems may be detected early
should
toms
as babies, says Screener.
inextricably linked. Some studies suggest 80 checked more often, starting
The Vision in Preschoolers study didn't eye professional.
chairman.
force
the
task
Calonge,
Ned
percent of children who have trouble read- Dr.
"I tell all my moms to play peek-a-boo"
how well different tests worked in
examine
which
Here's the rub: No one yet knows
ing have eyes that don't properly coordinate
for lazy eye, the disorder most eascheck
to
which
,
cautions
of II commonly used screening tests work combination, Schmidt
Taub says. Watch if the baby
or focus.
missed,
ily
optometrist could increase accuracy.
when one or the other eye
About 15 percent of preschoolers receive best, says Ohio State University
equally
responds
selg
screenin
vision
More importantly,
child gets vision screenyour
a comprehensive eye exam, the 'kind done Paulette Schmidt.
If
covered.
professionals. So the is
She's heading a major study. funded by dom is done by eye
being used.
is
test
by eye doctors that usually involves dilating
what
ask
ing,
effective
how
see
to
compare vision study's next step is
the eyes. One state, Kentucky, requires such the federal eye institute, to
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year
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BOSTON (AP).— A new study with
from cancer continues to inch down,
among American men, and about
shows that a test widely used to screening at age 50.
the
during
it
from
die
says the nation's annual report on
will
29,900
The test measures bloodstream
screen for prostate cancer misses 15
the
to
g
the disease. For the first time, there
accordin
period,
same
by
g
ured
includin
levels of a protein manufact
percent of the tumors
are signs that lung cancer in women
Society.
Cancer
n
some aggressive ones — in older the prostate, a male sex gland. America
is starting to decline too.
that
evidence
There is also
Cancer expands the gland, pumping
men.
Not everyone is reaping the
helpful.
The findings have sparked vigor- out more of the protein and raising prostate cancer screening is
Minorities still are more likegains:
ous debate among doctors on how to the PSA count. A count of 4 or, In the late 1990s. 3 percent more
whites to die from cancer.
than
ly
below (calculated in nanograms per cases were found and 4 percent
interpret results of the PSA test. rates from cancer in generDeath
) has been widely consid.: fewer deaths occurred each year,
Some experts such as Dr. H. milliliter
al have dropped 1.1 percent a year
to be normal.
according to the most recent govsince 1993, and the report confirms
Ballentine Carter think the thresh- ered
However, the researchers found ernment data.
old for what constitutes normal on
that decline continued in 2001.
However, there is also potential
Rates of new cases are declining
the PSA test should be lowered, at that 15 percent of 2,950 men ages
62 to 91 — all with normal PSA harm in doing too much. An elevatabout half a percent a year. too,
least in some cases.
and rectal exams — had ed PSA count often stems from
Most striking in this latest tally is
"We desperately need a new counts
cancer anyway. And 2 per- slow-growing and ultimately harmprostate
what's happening with the No. 1
marker to tell us who needs to be
of the overall group had tumors less tumors, non-cancerous prostate
cancer killer: Rates of female lung
treated aggressively," said Carter, a cent
aggressive under a enlargement, or infection. Prostate
looked
that
cancer diagnoses have declined
Johns
at
er
research
prostate cancer
microscope.
about 2 percent a year since 1998,
cancer surgery leaves many men
Hopkins University in Baltimore.
ion
informat
to
years after men began a similar
"This study adds
incontinent or impotent. And biopBut others — Dt. Leonard
ment. Also, female death
may sies can lead to bleeding or infection
d
improve
threshol
PSA
the
perhaps
that
Gomella, for one — say that could
rates from lung cancer have leveled
said in unusual cases.
or
so,"
2.5
to
be
dropped
ns
lead to more unnecessary operatio
off, remaining virtually unchanged
. the Philadelphia urologist.
Also, it has not been conclusivein the many men whose tumors are Gomella
since 1995, the report says.
The number 4 may not be the, ly proved that screening explains
so slow -growing that something -For the first time, we are turning
anyat
look
we
that
normal
quote,
the falling death rate. Maybe better,
else will kill them before the cancer
corner in the lung cancer epithe
more."
ever does.
not earlier, treatments are saving the
in women," said Ahmedin
demic
Lead study author Dr. Ian lives.
"It's a very powerful test, but it's
of the American Cancer
Jemal
Thompson of the University of
fear the study findwho co-wrote the report
doctors
not perfect." said Gomella, a uroloSome
Society.
Texas at San Antonio said the findmore unnecs from the National
even
to
'scientist
lead
gist at Jefferson Medical College in
will
with
ings
ings justify stronger measures for
Institute, Centers for
older patients
in
ns
Cancer
Philadelphia.
operatio
essary
some men who have low PSAs but
Disease Control and Prevention and
who are more likely to die of other
Sixteen percent of American men
other risk factors, such as prostate
American Association of
them.
North
kills
with
d
cancer
the
diagnose
before
be
to
causes
can expect
in the family.
cancer
Central Cancer Registries.
prostate cancer at some point in
have a sneaking suspicion that
other patients may
,
However
"We have been anticipating ...
tumors
such
their lives.- Yet most
is that peomore often to watch and what's going to happen
for a long, long time," Jemal
this
grow slowly, with the death risk at decide
more
— viewed ple are going to start ... being
findings
the
since
wait,
"It has been overdue."
added.
g
just 3 percent. Existing screenin
low PSAs," said Dr.
in another light — add to the evi- aggressive with
became common
Smoking
establish
always
cannot
methods
Siu-Long Yao, a prostate cancer
cancer
prostate
harmless
that
before women,and
dence
long
men
among
whether cancer is present and danof
cancer consecommon, Thompson sug- specialist at the Cancer Institute
quite
is
lung
resulting
the
missed
are
cases
gerous. so some
New Jersey. "I don't think it's wargested.
and others are overtreated with surat the present time, but I
"It will allow two men to look at ranted
gery or radiation.
will act on it."
people
think
different
to
data and come
The study focuses on the stan- these
ers are studying more
Research
said.
he
ons,"
conclusi
dard screening test for prostate canPSA counts
The stakes are high in doing too subtle ways to interpret
cer the prostate-specific antigen
other prowith
nting
experime
and
kills
test, or PSA count. The blood test little. Cancer of the prostate
help pinto
tests
genetic
and
tein
kind
other
any
than
has been used on millions of men more men
tumors.
s
dangerou
230,900 point the
since the late 1980s to screen those except lung cancer. About

quently struck men sooner.
Lung cancer remains the nation's
top-killing malignancy for both
sexes, and the second most common
cancer. But it slowly declined
among men starting in the early
1990s as older smokers died and
fewer young men took up the habit
— a pattern doctors expect to eventually see in women.
The report's other new finding:
More people are living at least five
years after a diagnosis of most types
of cancer..
Five-year survival is a major
milestone for cancer patients, and
the scientists found significant gains
over the past two decades in how
often that milestone was met.
For men, survival rates improved
the most — more than 10 percent —
for cancers of the prostate, colon
and kidney, and for nFlanoma and
leukemia.
For women, the biggest survival
improvements came in colon, kidney and breast cancers.
What does that mean'? Today,
99.3 percent of men diagnosed with
prostate cancer will live five years,
up from 70 percent in the 1970s.
Five-year survival for breast cancer
is 88 percent, up from 75 percent in
the 1970s.
But that survival is strongly connected to how early cancer is
caught, stressed co-author Brenda
Edwards'of the NCI's cancer-control division.
For example, five-year survival
for lung cancer is just 15 percent.
largely unchanged from the 1970s,

because more than half of patients
are diagnosed after the disease has
spread beyond their lungs. In the
few cases where tumors are caught
early, five-year survival jumps to 49
percent — but there is no proven
early-screening method for lung
cancer.
Even with colorectal cancer,
where good tests have improved
survival, only one of three cases is
caught at the earliest stage, Jemal
lamented.
Then there's the racial gap.
When looking at all cancers combined, black men are 26 percent
more likely to die of a malignancy
than white men, and Hispanic men
are 16 percent more likely than nonHispanic whites, said the cancer
society's Jemal. Black women are
52 percent more likely to die of cancer than white women, and Hispanic
women 20 percent more likely, he
said.
Much of the disparity reflects
minorities' poorer access to cancer
prevention and early detection services. Jemal said.
But notable differences remain
even when scientists examine people diagnosed at the same stage of
cancer, said NCI's Edwards. Black
women were more likely to die of
breast cancer, even though that disease is more common among
whites.
Access to the best treatment
options probably plays a role, as
may additional illnesses patients
have that complicate cancer treatment. Edwards said.

WHY PAY TWICE AS MUCH
FOR PHONE SERVICE?

with how hard your money is working for you, talk to Mark
the
Vinson at Heritage Solutions. He can help you understand
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balance between risk and potential investment return.
time
you want higher returns but don't want to spend your
worrying about your investments. Let Mark
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tests consisted of multiple choice portions and scenarin several areas. Of that ,14 certificates were issued. These
Recently 42 MHS students took the KY Skills Standards Test
each portion in order to receive certification.They includapplications. Students had to score a minimum of 70 on
ios. The scenarios included on demand writings and computer
Technology Education/Pre-Engineering, center. —
Barnett, Lauren Clemson,Blake Hoover, Charlsie Young;
Dustin
Barnett,
Lindsey
—
photo,
left
,
Services
ed: Administrative Support
Grant Rudolph, Brandi Wilburn, Cory Zirbel.
, right, — Zachary Baker, Alex Boles, Blake Hoover,
Services
l
Financia
Spears;
Dustin
Cohoon,
Austin
n,
Logan Anderso

Kentucky judge took his own life after public beatingournal

Special Deliverer

candidate for the Court of Appeals
By BERRY CRAIG
when he turned the other cheek.
Press
ed
Associat
For The
probably would have lost the
Reid
—
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP)
to
Richard Reid's epitaph only hints at election had he lived, according
historian
state
s
Kentucky'
Klotter.
to
him
drove
that
tragedy
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The Louisville Courier-J
called the embattled judge's conduct
"manly." Others, including the editor of the Hickman Courier, found it
"difficult to understand how any
self-respecting citizen can submit to
such punishment." Self-defense, -to
say nothing of true manhood,"
demanded retaliation, the editor
added.
Cornelison was found guilty of
assault and battery and sentenced to
three years in jail. He appealed, lost
and wound up behind bars in 1887.
But in 1888. Gov. Simon Boli% ar
Buckner. an ex-Confederate general.
pardoned Cornelison.
A bronze statue of Richard Reid
towers over his grave in the CCITWtery at Mount Sterling. "Whether
design or not, the statue ... has its
back to the town that he belitned
had turned its hack on his ,:ausc."

IHTSENTIAL DAY SPA
-Father's Day Gift Ideas

TM

104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

Cornelison."
Cornelison bloodied Reid with a
hickory cane and a cowhide whip,
bragging that he struck the judge
"twenty-five times with his cane and
seventy-five or a hundred times
more with the whip as he chased
him a block and a half," Klotter
wrote.
Cornelison said he thrashed Reid
for wronging him in a legal matter.
Reid denied the charge. He also said
that as a judge, he was duty-bound
not to strike Cornelison.
"The issue is ... whether the law
is to be defied or obeyed, whether a
judicial officer should be required to
avenge a wrong done him, by taking
summary vengeance in his own
hands, or is to be commended for
forbearing to resort to violence and
for upholding the majesty of law,"
Reid argued.
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Executive _Welk%
Dad's Morning Getaway
*Steam
*Stearn
•Half-Hour Massage
'Half-Hour Massage
*Grooming Facial
*Tune-Up Facial
'Sports Manicure Si. Pedicure
'Sports Manicure
CAE T CERTIF ICATES AND On
1307 Johnson Blvd • Murray •(270) 767-0760

of $500.

We've Got A New Home
& A New Name!

k

CHAMBERS
VACUUM

Has Voved A Few Doors Down To
908-C S. 12th St.(next to Murray Insurance Agency)
Bel-Air Center

AND WE'RE NOW

„

Jeremy Latimer

HAYDEN &
ASSOCIATES

winner of two 4-day passes to the
Ctv\A Music Festival (formerly known as Fan Fair.)

OPEN HOUSE DURINGJUNE

Watch for more exciting
contests coming up!
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Notice

Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

PLAINTIFF.

'ILNN('II BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY,
NOTICE OF SALE

I )WAYNE HALE; JANICE HALE; HALE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; HAZEL IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, INC; DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET-GMC, INC.; SEAY OIL COMPANY;
•111E FEDERAL MATERIALS COMPANY, INC.; RUDOLPH'S INC.; FALDER'S, INC.; CALI A )WAY (•()UNTY, KENTUCKY; U.S. BANCORP AG CREDIT, INC. f/k/a FBS AG CREDIT,
IN( • , S BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION; TINA M. DUFFY; SHARON A. DUFFY; BEAT!:1•/, E. RIEDEL (f/k/a BEATRIZ E. MACIA); R. BRIAN RIEDEL; CITY OF HAZEL, KEN'.('KY; JAMES I).('ROUSE; ANGIE CROUSE; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
's•I'ERNAL REVENUE SERVICE; CHRISTI ARNOLD; COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC.,
,thia AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER; LARRY D. PUCKETT; FAYE PUCKETT; TED
MOWIK CATHY MOWRY; MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS,AS
DEFENNOMINEE FOR GREAT WESTERN BANK; BRYAN HALE; ANGELIA HALE,
I/A.NTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit Court entered May 10 and
May 11. 2004, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
the 28th day of June, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., or thereabout, the following described prop,r-ties located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
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PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

JERRY SCOTT MATNEY AND
SHARON MATNEY,

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on May 11, 2004, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
June 28, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT I
A 5.00 acre tract or land as surveyed by F.T. Seargent and
Associates of Murray, Kentucky, on March 16, 1983, located at
the Intersection of Highway 464 and Highway 1836, approximately 11.00 miles Northwest of the City of Murray, in Calloway
County Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract
of land, said point being a #4 Re-bar set at the intersection of
Highway 464 (30.00 feet North of the centerline) and Highway
1836(3000 East of the centerline); thence, North 14 deg. 57'03"
West - 261.01 feet along the East Right-of-Way of Highway 1836
to a #3 Re-bar set at the Southwest corner of William D. Johnson
Property (Deed Book 162, Card 328); thence North 84 deg. 12'
50" East - 326.26 feet with the Johnson Property and generally
along an existing fence to a #3 Re-bar (set); thence,South 00 deg.
25' 38" East - 33.00 feet with the Johnson Property to a #4 Rebar (found); thence, North 75 deg. 57'22" East - 419.86 feet with
the Johnson Property to a point, being the Northwest corner of
Tract #2 surveyed this date; thence South 05 deg. 38' 53" East 382.68 feet with the West line of Tract #2 to a point on the North
Right-of-Way of Highway 464 (30.00 feet North of the centerline); thence, North 87 deg. 48' 34" West - 702.99 feet along the
North Right-of-way of Highway 464, to the point of beginning.
TRACT II
A 5.219 acre tract of land as surveyed by FT. Seargent and
Associates of Murray, Kentucky, located on Highway 464,
approximately 11.00 miles Northwest of the City of Murray, in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract,
of land and the Southeast corner of Tract #1 surveyed this date,
said point being located on the North right-of-way of Highway
464 (30.00 feet North of the centerline) and 702.99 feet East of
the East Right-of-Way of Highway 1836; thence, North 05 deg.
38'53" West - 382.68 feet with the East line of Tract #1 surveyed
this date, to a point on the South Property Line of William D.
Johnson Property (Deed Book 162, Card 328); thence North 75
deg. 57' 22" East - 506.08 feet with the Johnson Property to a #4
Re-bar (found), and being a point in the West Property Line of
the Twyman Edwards Property (Deed Book 85, page 67); thence
South 05 deg. 38' 53" East - 525.49 feet with the Edwards
Property to a #4 Re-bar set on the North Right-of-way of
Highway 464 (30.00 feet North of the centerline); thence North
87 deg. 48'34" West 505.38 feet along the North Right-of-Way of
Highway 464, to the point of beginning.

Interested persons may request an
application from the Murray Head Start
office by calling (270) 753-6031.
Applications will be accepted until position is filled.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Invitation to Bid
Gasoline & Diesel
The Murray Board of Education is accepting
sealed bids for gasoline and diesel to operate
the buses and other vehicles owned by the
Murray Board of Education for the time period from July 1, 2004, to June 30, 2005. Bids
will be accepted until 9:39 A.M.. Friday. June
11. 2004, at the Board Office. Specifications
are on file at the Murray Board of Education,
Carter Administration Building, 208 South
13th Street, Murray, KY 42071. The Murray
Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids and waive any
irregularities in bidding.
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Help Wanted
Notice

PRACTICAL Dental As
sisting We are now taking
applications for the class
which starts September 4.
2004. You will be trained
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for a
new career. Most dental
assistants have evenings,
weekends & holidays off.
For information call: Dr.
Bohle, (270)
Charles
442-0256. Limited enrollment! Call Now

Nemory videos for
weddings and
special occasions
•Still pictures to
DVD movie
•Transfer VHS to DVD

The Video Guys
bren04hite@murral.k).net

or 753-7905
OSO
Lost and Found

Being the same property conveyed by deed from Dwayne Hale
and wife, Janice Hale to Jerry Matney and wife, Sharon Marie
Matney, dated April 17, 1996, as recorded in Book 226, Page 73,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
rhe aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of
30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be
required to deposit with the commissioner ten percent of the purchase
price in cash together with bonds for the remainder of the purchase
price with good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
as
payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid
This 27th day of May, 2004.
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

year old female
bassett hound, tri-color,
last seen wipink collar in
Purdom rd area, answers
to Rosie_ 753-8235.
FOUND- 2 young black
dogs 1 male, 1 female
Lab mix Kirksey area
489 2886
JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,

3 1/2

Your loved one we'll
try to find,

Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
Help Wanted

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Notice
Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

lets
Free Pal
g Dock of
Loadin
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Help Wanted

FAMILY SERVICES SPECIALIST
Assists with supervision of Family Service
staff in a multi-county service area with office
location in Murray. Degree and experience in
Social Work or closely related field required.
Must possess strong organizational, communication, and supervisory skills and ability to
establish partnerships with parents and professionals.
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K23

The Murray Board of Education Head
Start, in partnership with 11 school districts in western Kentucky, is seeking
qualified applicants for the following
position:

DATED this 27th day of may, 2004.

020

VISA

Notice

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST
by merger with AREA BANK,
formerly PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KY,
VS.,

Help Wanted

Legal

Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLO WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00526

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-250

This tract contains 2.00 acres, but is subject to any additional road
be of record on Hale Road.
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Legal
Notice

Legal

Legal
Notice

Legal
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AFFORDABl
care sag per tnorith & under tor entire family ACC
Vis Dr' • ' • 4, 4

reject or edit any submttted matt,-'r

are now
being accepted for the position of ready mix operator. Will train for COL. Benifits include 401K, profit
APPLIATIONS

CI.SSIFIEDS....TH{ FIRST ?LICE TO START!
WHETHER 101 \EH A JOB OR C4 10i M MD IT I\ THE
MSSIFIED5 5ECT101.

sharing, health and dental

insurance, vacation and
holiday pay. Apply in person at Federal Materials
107 CC Lowry, Murray No
phonr, calls

APPLIATIONS are now
being accepted for the position of ready mix operator. Will train for CDL. Benitits include 401K, profit
shanng, health and dental
insurance, vacation and
holiday pay. Apply in person at Federal Materials
107 CC Lowry, Murray. No
phone calls
060
Help Wanted

BARTENDER and cook
wanted. 641 Club. Day or
night shift. Apply SunTues & Friday 10am- 6pm

The Bull Pen
Now accepting
applications for
experienced
chargrill cook &
experienced
servers. Apply in
person between
2-4 pm.
110 S. 5th St.
CHRISTIAN Daycare is
accepting applications for
childcare teachers Please
apply at Higher Praise
Childcare Learning Center, 641N between 2-4 or
call 753-2777
DRIVERS. where will you
be this weekend'? Immediate Openings. Cadiz, KY.
Domicile. Bestway Dnvers
are Home most weekends Midwest and South
Lanes, No Touch Freight,
Hook,
90% Drop &
per
miles
2200-2500
week. Benefit Package will
include Blue Cross Blue
Shield Health Insurance,
Paid Life Insurance, Paid
Vacation, and 401k Program. Requirement: Class
A CDL. 2 years OTR,
Clean MVR. Mini age 23.
800-886-7633 ext 126 at
Bestway Express. Inc
EOE KY060604
houseEXPERIENCED
keepers needed. Top pay
Apply at Shoney's Inn, No
phone calls please
NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shifts. Apply
In person @ Sonic Drivein. 217 S. 12th Street.
No Phone Calls Please
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

J

CAREY COUNSELING
CENTER,INC.

WESTERN KENTUCKY and MISSOURI

PLAINTIFF,

KENTUCKY HOUSING CORPORATION,

Eiropw.s]

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

HEATHER DUFFY,
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
f/k/a FIRSTAR BANK, N.A.,

Providing mental health services in West
Tennessee for more than 30 years, CAREY
has offices in Camden, Huntingdon, Paris,
Trenton, and Union City. Currently recruiting
for the following positions:

e•—\

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on May 10, 2004, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
June 28, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., cat., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
BEGINNING at a point 65 feet South of the Southeast corner of
what is known as the Abbot lot, later known as the Luther
Graham lot as described in Deed Book 48, Page 605, and said
point of beginning being on the West side of 10th Street and is
also Dewey Jones' Southeast corner; thence West 200 feet;
thence South 60 feet; thence East 200 feet; thence the West edge
of 10th Street and Charles Broach's Northeast corner; thence
North with West edge of 10th Street 60 feet to the beginning and
the lot herein conveyed is to include all of the remainder of the
lot deeded to N.D. Thornton by I.Z. Haley.

BENEFITS INCLUDE
HEALTH, DENTAL
DISABILITY, 401K, PAID VACATIONS

and MANY OTHERS.
FOR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW
contact ANDY JORDAN
mobile phone 270-779-1782
or fax resume to 270-843-6304

CHURCH ORGANIST AND/
OR PIANIST WANTED

of
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis
be
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the
days,
30
of
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30 days, but if sold
e
required to deposit with the commissioner ten percent of the purchas
e
price in cash together with bonds for the remainder of the purchas
at
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surety,
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price with good and sufficie
and
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due
y as
propert
the
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be
shall
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days.
(30)
thirty
in
payable
paid.
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and

First Unit4c1 Methodist Church of Mayfield, KY is
seeking a full-time organist or pianist. Must be
available for practice on Wednesday nights with
choir and Sunday morning worship service.
Please send resume to the church in C/O
Stephen Jones, 214 South 8th St., Mayfield, KY
42066 or call the church office at (270)247-5678.

This 27th day of May, 2004.

PURITY DAIRIES

Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

ROUTE SALES
OPPORTUNITIES
Purity Dairies has an immediate opening for
Commission Route Sales Driver in Murray,
KY. Applicants must possess the ability to
sell high quality products and provide excellent customer service in a professional manner. CDL Class A/Airbrakes required and previous route sales experience desired.
Outstanding compensation and benefits
including medical, dental, prescription program, vision, 401K, and employee stock purchase plan.

060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job opportunities:
POSITION:

Patrol Officer Recruit

Department:

Police

POSITION:

Patrol

Department:

Police

Complete an application at the Calloway
County Department of Labor located at 1210
Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY. For more information call 1-800-933-6455.

Officer Recruit (School Resource Officers)

EOE/M/FN
www.jobs@puritydairies.corn

and expeMinimum salary for both positions(depending on training
funds of
ve
incenti
State
.
benefits
plus
year
rience) $20,976 per
certification.
per year are available upon receiving state

Agricultural Workers Needed

$3,100

07/12/04 to 12/2W04
07/24/04 to 12/15/04

Applicants must have
• a valid high school diploma or GED
• hold a valid KY operators license
• no convictions or felonies
• no prohibition from possessing a firearm
check
• successful completion of criminal background
(includes fingerprints)
• successful medical exam (including drug screen)
• successful completion of psychological examination
• successful completion of polygraph test
• successful completion of physical agility test
• successful completion of physical agility test
• successful departmental interview
• honorable discharge from military (if applicable)
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Wages: Minimum of $7.63 per hour. 75% of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed.
All tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met.
Contact local State Employment Service
Office

Positions Available
Software Developer

J3

insurance, life insurCity of Murray benefit package includes health
sick, vacation and
plan,
s
wellnes
ance, retirement plan, longevity,
days.
l
persona

http://home.dev-source.net/developer.htm

Technical Analyst

listed position are
Job applications and descriptions for the above'
Hall at 104 North
City
in
located
office
Clerk's
City
available at the
ns concernquestio
have
you
If
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Office at 270-762el
Personn
the
contact
please
,
position
ing this
0350.

http://home.dev-source.net/technical.htm

Dev4arce

Thesday. June 15,
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00 p.m.
2004.
Employer
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
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FULL time licensed electricians with minimum of 5
years residential experience and some commercial. Send resume with references to P.O. Box
1040-B, Murray, KY 42071
FULL time positions as
residential providers available for community-based
residential program for dedisabled
velopmentally
adults. Our company offers various shifts but all
openings are nights and
weekend shifts We offer
opportunity for advance-•
ment, excellent benefits
including paid training,
401 k, medical-dental-vision insurance, paid holidays. vacation and sick
leave. Apply in person at
Community Alternatives of
Kentucky at 6145 Symsonia Highway, Symsonia,
KY 42082
Health
GREEN Acres
Care is currently hiring for
the following position: Administrative Assistant M-F
gam-2pm If you are interested in becoming part of
our team apply in person
at Green Acres. 402 West
Farthing St., Mayteld, KY
42066 No phone calls.
pleasel EOE-AAE

Health
Acres
GREEN
Care is currently hiring for
the following positions:
LPN/RN 6A-6P every
weekend, work 12 hours.
get paid 16. LPN/RN
6P-6A every weekend 12
hours, get paid 16. If you
are interested in becoming
part of our team apply in
person: Green Acres 402
West Farthing Mayfield.

Bachelor's degree in the fields of
Counseling, Psychology, or Social Work
Camden, Paris and Union City locations
Please submit resume, letter of interest,
and position(s) of interest to:
Fax: 731-642-1010 Attn: HR Dept.
Email: resumes@bhillc.org
Or Mail: HR Department
P.O. Box 30
Paris, TN 38242
No phone calls please.
EOE

EOE

BEING the same property conveyed to Heather Duffy by deed
dated September 15, 1998, of record in Deed Book 296, Page 475,
in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County, Kentucky.
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Med•
iacom
Cable Television Job Opportunities

OUR TOP SALES REPS
EARN OVER $50K/YR
Sales
Direct
Seeking
is
Mediacom
Representatives to promote and sell cable and
Internet services to the Western Kentucky area.
Responsibilities will include selling cable and
Internet services through telephone and doorto-door campaigns. This commission sales
position includes writing installation orders for
service, collection of account funds, and performing subscriber audits. Mediacom offers a
flexible work schedule, competitive commission
structure and a comprehensive benefit package. The successful candidate will hold a satisfactory driving record and reliable transportation. High School Diploma or equivalent and
strong communication skills are essential for
success. Applications will be accepted until
positions are filled at:

060

060

PEOPLE Plus, Inc is accepting applications for a
position in the Murray
area Must be willing to
work weekends, pass a
background check and
drug screen_ Starting pay
is $6.00 per hour. If intercall
please
ested,
270-251-3111 for appointment. Must be 18. Minimum GED required. EOE

attendant
PERSONAL
needed for the Murray
area. Will be taking care of
the developmentatly disabled for Community Altematives This is a full
time position and hours
will be Mon-Friday and on
Saturday mornings AppliMajor, multi -line luhe
cant must be able to deal
distributor seeking expewith handicapped individrienced sales rep for
ual and be able to swim
KY/TN.
Western
and do other therapy sesApplicant must have presions. Paid training. Must
vious lube experience &
apply at Community Alterable to schedule/task.
natives, 6145 Symsonia
Metal working fluid
fld. Symsona KY
plus.
a
experience
Taking applications for
Salary/Commission/Full
experienced grill cooks
Benefit Pkg.
No
dishwashers.
and
Reply to:
phone calls Apply in perBox 1040-A
son at Rudy's 104 S 5th
Murray, KY 42071
Street Mukray KY,
RYAN'S Steakhouse. Now
pass
NEED someone to
hiring, apply within. Monflyers for local business day- Thursday 2pm-4pm
767-0508

KY 42066.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

REGISTERED
NURSE

Class A'Tractor Trailer

Full-time position available
on the 7p-7a shift. Duties to
include care of newborns.
post-panum and Labor and
Delivery patients.
JPMC offers an excellent
benefit package. competitive salary with premium
shift and weekend differentials
Interested candidates may
come to JPMC's Human
Resource.. Department to
complete an application or
submit a resume
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
Fax. 270-251-4443
EOE M/VF/D

Check
us out
on the
Web!

Super Service, Inc.
$1000.00 SI( S ON BONt'S!!
IERS
!OR COMPANY()RV
11428 with mos experience
xie Op to $33 per mile
ut Guaranteed hornetime
iv i..ots of miles
V Health. dental &'mon
✓ RX and lire ins
✓ $IP per diem
Also hinng Oscner Operators
$91 including fuel surcharge'
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3130 2BA 492-8526
IBA
'96 Model 2BR
437-4465
For sale or rent 99' 16X80.
on .6 acre. $450/month
rent Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756
NICE 2BR mobile home
for rent or sale No pets
753-9866

Houses For Rent
7 rooms plus two baths
and utility, washer, dryer,
garage, good storage
Near WU Rent $780
NO
lease & deposit
PETS 753-7920
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units avada
ble 753-291I5 .r 75'i
75p6

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo. 753-4109
1BR 1 bath C HA al,ap
pliances 1 yr lease 1 too
pets
No
deposit
12701753-2905
1BR all appliances Oak,
apartments, 759-4118
1BR apt . available. all ap•
pliances furnished MurCat Realty 793-4444
1BR Apt, clean.
14_0 a month
U (8,
3.
$2
McS
z

G&C
and
PROPANE

STORAGE

370
ommercial Pro*,
For Sale
F01-1 S•aie Duos-- in

commerical prop. for rent !

1BR-4BR apartments Ak
about move !n free day!,
C‘QlemaaftE_759-4118
2 BR. 1 1)2 tic!
all apolquices .1-• •
2, 2BR apts Nortpwa,ia
area All applianci_ •

'"i

ic
rl
dupt:l
DisilPd
2BR
12701759-44,Q6____
28R NEAR NISU
Coleman RE 7' L: •
.
2BR., Duplex
Coleman RE 759-4118
5 and 4 bedroom noose K
1-2, 3br apts turriv-hcd
SU.
a
7M
ne3
7506

Mediacom
Attn: Karen Bast
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
Or fax resume to: 270-527-2126
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

DUPLEX 2 bolr
bath with gar ige 5'
lyr lease 492-620L
FORREST View
merits 1213 N. P •
.:4
now accepting ‘
tions for 2br townti,„,,
MEDIACOM IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
S:360
rent
basic
bedroom
month.One
090
150
$330/month
Articles
Domestic & Childcare
Leave Ws753-1970
For Sale
sage.
Caregiver- 5 day p/wk o
HAZEL Apartments
MISC/FOR Sale Free Dish
weekends only. hrs tlexi
applications for
4 room satellite Now taking
Network
ble. Will do light house
1 & 2br units Rent base.'
right,
That's
free
system
'nil.
keeping and errands. Ref
with 60 on income Mobility
available. hook-up 4 TV's
erpnces
le,
accessib
ment
channels including local
753-8351.
1. Mon & Thum
network for $34.99 per 492-872
Will
TDD No
EXPERIENCED:
month. Call Beasley An- 10-12am
E;
up after renters.
48-6056.
clean
tenna & Satellite 759-0901 1-800-6
new construction, remod- for more information. Bea- Housing Op_rtunity.
floors, windows,
eling,
sley Antenna & Satellite LARGE Duplex in
etc 436-5914. Valerie
$500
private area
731-642-4077
month, lease • deposit.
100
MOVING Sale Large AnBusiness
pets 759-1087.
tique Roll top desk, AnOpportunity
nice 1 bed
tique oak display case, LARGE very
all
appliances
with
room
hp
15
n
grill. Craftsma
AREA rep/local route. gas
er. including washer & dryer
mow'
lawn
year.
Make 5100K per
9-58h5
-go-kart. Washer $330!'mo (270)75
Simply restock in-store Yerf-dog
or (270)293-7085
2
435-475
Dryer
&
displays. Patented prodLIVE Oak Apts.
ucts. No competition. no NICE couch, beige $225,
NewlynRe;•rt
matwith
new
like
daybed
inven,
selling. Accounts
$
tory, and protected terri- tress $200, computer desk
s:::
0$
13R
28
3
after
293-6115
tory. $11.950 investment. $50
4 30pm
888-348-6889
$,100 deposit sp!2,(
RIDING mowers, excellent
120
qualitvid applical
-2867 .
12701436
condition
Computers
Alsb accepting apy
155
bons for fall
LAPTOPS
Office hours 8
$295
Mon Fri
Large Selection
Keller's
Call today for appoir,Computer Place
753-8221
12701436-5933
NOW LEASINi
1, 2 & 3bedroom A.
Ward-Elkins
We accept Fect,on
MDM COMPUTERS
On the Square
8 vouchers
A+ Certified Technician
,1713
753
Apply at Muir Cal Apts
On site service.
902 Northwr '5.
7,59,3556
160

PE(
753 '29 1',
390
lives.ock & Supplies
ALFALPHA hay for

'-'u'

,
0
74-

up

or

400
Yard Sale

GARAGE
SALE
2395
Wiswell Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-?
Rain or Shine

USED
APPLIANCES

GARAGE
SALE

Home Furnishings

140

WHITE bunkbeds, curio
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We 753-3508
buy 1 or all Call Larry at WWW TROTTERS
753-3633
WOODSHOP COM
CASH paid for
753-0249
good, used guns
180
Benson Sporting Goods,
Lawn & Garden
519 S 12th Murray

Wednesday F
Phone 759
Equal Fir,L,
Opportur ,t,
TOO #1-800-648

•

41.

907 Coles
Campground Rd,

QUIET dead end
BR 2 bath with ea•
904-A North 20th St
1 year
month
7.53-3119
RED OAKS APTS
Special
S100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today'
753-8668.
VERY nice 28R 2 bath appliances furnished CM A 1
year lease 1 month depets
No
posit
1270)753-2905
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
bath w/garage. All appliances, 1 yr lease 1 month
deposit. No pets 753-2905

Bluegrass Gardens: DayFull-size trampoline pref- Idly Farm Mon-Sat 10-7
erably with enclosure. Call Sun 1,-5. 684 Crossland
270-753-6605
Rd in Murray. KY.
WANT to buy: Junk Car
455 John Deere
TWO
and Trucks Call (270)
Mowers 1995 Model- 600
474-2540 or 293-6199 Six
hours, 2000 Model- 1,000
days a week.
hours. Perfect mechanical
WANTED riding mowers, 4
n, looks brand
800-347-5263
conditio
wheeler, go carts that
new, $5,000 each. Call
7
436-286
work_
needs
TRAVEL USA Nationa
435-4423
150
firm now hiring 18-24 girls
220
Articles
and guys to work and
Musical
Sate
For
travel the US $500 hiring
bonus 2 weeks training, 2
unit, 40 5PC Pearl Drum set. Zil
paid vacations, transporta- 2 ton heat & air
iron gan Cym Gibraltor Rack
heater,
water
gallon
guartion furnished return
inteMust sell. 293-5870
saw,
miter
bed,
day
anteed If your enthusias6
COMPLETE drum set
tic, eager to earn while rior door. Call 759-540
want to 23 cu ft side by side re- New cymbals with accesyou learn. and
0130
$750
travel. Then don't wad to frigerator/ freezer $275. 3 sories
at ceiling fan w.' light fixtures. 759-5395
Teresa
call
270
(270)753-0903 For your $15i each 753-1569
Mobile Homes For Sale
future career. Monday-Fr' BIDET white with chrome
$349
day 9 00am-5 00pm only
faucet
bath
2
270-759-2475
3130
16X80
090
High 437-4465
Sale
MISC.FOR
Domestic & Childcare
[
Speed Internet service via 1994
16X80
Atlantic
satellite for $29 95 per $15.900 3 bedroom. 2
HOME daycare has openmonth. Call Beasley An- bath, sliding patio doors,
ings for ages 6wks - 4
tenna & Satellite 759-0901 replacement windows. 2
years Call 270-492-6342
for more information Bea- decks,
be
must
sley Antenna & Satellite moved 492-6245
731-642-4077

ie.

41 ,e.-•.. 411.4

14X70 3BR
437-4465

Want to Buy

HOUSEKEEPER for large
home, duties include thoroughly cleaning & some
cooking, 3 days a week
Reply with references to
P.O.Box 1040C Murray
KY 42071

.4 46

1997 Cavalic r 16X80 3b
2ba $19.000 includes
Call
delivery
setup,
270-489-2525
2000 Fleetwood 28X52
1 19 acres like new
227-0841
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

CASE MANAGERS &
SCHOOL BASED PROGRAMS

UNIT MANAGERS to 30,000
CO MANAGERS to 25,000
ASST. MANAGERS to 22,000
SHIFT LEADERS based on experience

DEFENDANTS

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

MANAGERS
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00034
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

340
Houses For Rent

L

I

(2) 2 Bedroom Houses to
rent. 753-1502
_.
3 bedroom, 2 bath. W D.
1 pet allowed, $650/m
761-1416 421 S. 8th

Thurs.. June 10
& Fri., June 11
7 am.-?
Sat.. June 12
7 am.-Noon
Rain or Shine
CARPORT SALE
Coach Estates
Trailer Park Lot
64 Murray
Tues., June 8 &
Wed.. June 9
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Furniture, stove.
refrigerator, clothes.
much more.
Remodeling our -

items.
,iond p..ces'

home, nice

430
Real Estate
Acrt
180
woods, r
homesit
901.573e: •

Btreet.
3 miles from town. 380 2.
full baths. C.H&A. all appliances & lawn service
436-2428 night. 293-5924
(lag_
4 BR house 753-4109

2 tots in Mathis farm p,
acres) returning to school
$21 '""'
sell.
Must
316-907-1980

PAGE 4B

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9, 2004

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
490

490

Used Cars

Used Cars

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

Need A Car? No Credit Checkl
•,) Chew Cavalier
43 Dodge Neon
98 Toyota Comfy
99 Olds Intngue
99 Ford Stepside
00 Mercury Sable
00 Grand Prix
01 Dodge Stratus
01 Dodge Stratus
99 Chrysler Seteng
96 linccan Cont -91K
99 Chevy Monte Cork)• 491<
CO Chevy S-10 3rd Doc"
01 Chevy Blazer 4x4
98 Dodge Duror•go 4x4

Down
Payment
$503
$750
S1 003
S1 000
SI 250
$1.250
$1250
$1 250
$1,250
$1 251)
$1 250
$1.500
51.500
$2,000
S2000

•ir

•

"'A Company You Can Trust-

Call (270)293-8923 or (270)345-2082

94p,9.1254., B Mat. ANN Hours
Hews
MI •142 Mr WIel liwolielash* Awl 11101lama

'First mowing free!

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

575
575
$70
S75

Roofing Metal

David's Cleaning
Services

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

Homes For Sale

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking 1,.ots & Dnveway s

5.000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064• 270-247-8844

(270)767-0313
1270) 527-7176

David Borders

500

470
Motorcycles & ATV's
MOTORCYCLE Insurance
McKinney Insurance Services "Your hometown Insurance Source' 104 N
4th St (270)753-3500
Used Cars
MUST sell 1984 BMW
733i. 5 speed, runs good.
$1,100. 293-4385
Ford ZX2 5 speed 117K
$3 000. 270-519-8436
'95 Black Buick Real gran
sport 169,009 mi. $2.200
OBO 270-489-6141 or
270-752-0305
1994 Firebird Formula
good 'condition, metal
435-4555
flake green
$3,700 OBO
1994 LeSabre Limited
Good, dependable car.
$3.500. 759-4059

Used Trucks

Campers

1999 white Ford Range
XLT extended cab 4x4.
new tires. $8,500. 1998
white Chevy Lumina. All
miles.
power. 85,000
753-2204 or 293-4178
1995 Chevy Silverado.
P.U. one owner, stepside,
miles.
40,000
red,
5pm.
after
753-1376
sin OM
'94 Nissan King Cab.
Automatic, red, tool box,
new tires. cold AC.
$5_500. 270-753-0935.
1992 Ford Explorer XLT.
Starts great, runs great.
looks great. White 4D,
towing package, other extras 2WD 223,000 miles,
but worth a look. Asking
$1950. 753-6880

2000 Seabreeze 33 ft.
29,xxx miles excellent
condition. Also, 2000
Malibu
Chevrolet
equipped for towing Call
270 753-6171
'75 Dodge motorhome.
Executive series, 25 ft.
long. sleeps 8, 74,xxx
$5,500
miles.
270-753-0935
520
Boats & Motors

91 Ford Ranger Truck
91,000 miles, air-condiradio,
AM-FM
tioner,
1991 Nissan 240 SX, 5 $2,100. Also, 91 Mercury
otter.
best
speed. $1,500. 753-2529 Cougar,
731-247-3015
or 293-3344

Toyota
'89
$1500
270-226-9169

Cressida
OBO

1974 Ford Pick-up $300
753-7930 293-1761

BOAT Insurance McKin
ney Insurance Services
Your Hometown Insurance Source" 104 N 4th St
(270)753-3500
ALUMINUM Levee-Lift jetski lift $1295 new. $600.
435-4602 or 293-4602
Services Offered
436-2867 Joe's Small En
gine Repair. Free pick
up/delivery.
A-AFFORD436-5141
ABLE Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk &
tree work.

,
•6P-eel, iroil Candle

ngell•rest • Home Detor,

• I sill-tiereice floriq

Tee Dad
Off
For Father's Day

040444
Dad can tee off at 368
courses, ranges and resorts
over 1000 rounds!

Kentucky Golf Tour Card
The perfect giftfor
Father's Day!
S35 / But 3. get 1 FREE
AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION.,
0 0\1,101 kl

(502)363-2652
1-800-5864872 '
Visit our webslie at www &rising org

[

SOMODS
Mil

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
tit

.ass

STEVE VIDMER
ng:
General Practice of Law Includi
BANKREPTCV

DI VOW'1.1('USTOUN7till'PPOICI
eRIMIN•L/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSON %I. IN,It RV

753-1752
vII/x1fRils1 \HAI

#1 & #2 Available ia most colors

MHS Project Graduation

kith-1%111's Newest I orist
t. oft ..-A-k 1-1,„.

Services Offered

Services Offered

Offered

HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING
Expenence and
Professional Equipment.
Quality work at
a reasonable pnce.
Insured.
527-5974
LAWN Mowing 10 years
service also specializing in
shrub and tree trimming
other services available
upon request. Quality
affordable
at
service
prices. (270)753-0462
LAYTON Hudson hauling, landscaping, backhoe
& loader work 753-4545
or 492-6265
MOODY'S Mower Repair
pick-up & deliver. 7535668
QUICK & Right. Painting,
House work, Yard work,
OW inns (270)761-2559
RESIDENTIAL alterations,
additions. Simmons's carmore.
&
pentry
270 - 76 7 - 0958
270-519-8570

WE SERVICE

Starting at
AFFORDABLE Vinyl Let CARPORTS
Roy Hill
All Major Appliances
taring & Graphics to $675. installed.
and Most Major Brands
RaceCars, Boats, Flee (270)436-2113.
Services Offered
Lettering, Signs, Magnets Concrete Finishing, DnveBanners, Store Fronts and ways, Sidewalks, Patios,
On The Square • Murray
Cal etc 759-3229.
more.
much
Repairs
Roof
88
492-86
(270) 753-1713
g,
finishin
1
ETE
36-521
CONCR
29
(270)4
types.
New Roofs, all
drive
patios,
ks,
sidewal
years experience. Call (270)293-0389
WALTERS
estimates.
Carters.
ALL CARPENTRY Re- ways, free
CONTRACTING
additions (270)435-4619
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- modeling,
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
sun CUSTOM Tractor, work
decks,
ING all around clean-up, porches,
Siding, Addition, and Rebush
work,
g tilling, blade
gutters, tree work. 436- rooms, roofing, saggin
modeling. Quality Work.
es
floors, termite & water hogging. Free estimat
30 Years Experi2867
Over
damage. Larry Nimmo Gerald L. Carroll, owner.
A-1 Tree Service
ence. Gerald Walters.
63
293-01
or
59
or
492-61
(270)753-9372
Stump Removal
753-2592.
(270)753-0353
492-8737,
WANTED: Lawns to mow.
DNJ HANDYMAN
437-3044
ANY ELECTRICAL need,
Reasonable prices & reliyou
jobs
odd
Free Estimates
new, old or trouble. Call We do all the
Call
service.
able
don't have time for. Plus,
Lic.&insurance
Ken,
77 or 293-4512
762-99
all repairs for home and
(270)753-7091
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
560
business.
Decks, Home Additions,
APPLIANCE Repair ServFree Column
38
293-54
tion
Siding,
Installa
Vinyl
ice & Parts.
Remodeling,
WORK
DOZER
Garages, Pole Barns, Met- available. 270-293-8726 or
4 month old female yellow
INSTALL & REPAIR
al Buildings, Fencing. 759-5534 Chuck Van BuMS &
SYSTE
lab/akita puppies. First
SEPTIC
nship.
ren
Quality Workma
G.
HAULIN
L
shots. Call 527-3358
GRAVE
ASPHALT Paving and
Licensed
Public or Contract.
Free kittens. Male and fesealcoating. Residential,
753-7860. 753-1194.
Contact at 270-753-9503
male. Long and short hair.
40
Over
cial.
Commer
ADAMS Electrical & Air
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
753-6329
experience.
Cond. Call 436-5007 for years
Trimming, removal, stump
all your Relectrical and Air Mitchell Bros Paving
grinding, firewood. InsurOr
01
759-05
Ph.
Cond needs.
ti111. house?
489-2839.
ed_
7.
753-153
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
JUNK/ RUBBISH RemovCall us we will be
ATTENTION CONTRAC- al, we'll haul away almost
ROY HILL.
TORS. Lawn fill dirt & anything, from attics to
glad to help.
Septic system, gravel,
seeding services avail- barns odd jobs. Senior
white rock
Murray Ledger & Times
able. Call 435-4423
436-2113
Discounts. (270)489-2583
270-753-1916
Dozer work & Track hoe

Ward-Elkins

Horoscopes

by Jacqueline Bluer

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
see some expectations fly away, but hon*** You could be overwhelmed by a
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, June
estly, it will work out. Use your creativichild or loved one. Stay on course,
10, 2004:
take
Don't
on.
going
is
what
ty to resolve
You might often shake your head when
knowing what you want. The path to sucto
night
a
Take
:
any money risks. Tonight
dealing with your community and things
cess involves groups, networking and
yourself.
outside work. Perhaps you'll discover a
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MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

401 N. 4th St.

Michael Camp

KEEP COOL WITH A
GE AIR CONDITIONER
•6,000 to 24,000 BTU
• All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"Vto ServIce All Brands"
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

11.1 EYES & EYEWEAR
AY)
(OLYMPIC PLAZA-MURR

753-5507

Dr. Douglas W. Payne

•Flexible Pricing
•All Work Guaranteed
•References Available

Visit Our Showroom Today

PRETTIEST farm in Callo- 5BR, 3bath 2 1/2 year old
finway County 580 acres ranch style home with
10
on
nt
baseme
ished
New
woods
and
d
Croplan
of
Providence area Priced at acres 10 miles west
car
only $632,000 Call Susan Murray, 3700 sq ft. 2
porch,
front
garage,
at 901-466-9169
screened porch Includes
breakfast room, large utilHomes For Sale
ity room on the main floor.
central vac Office/large
2 bedroom brick house
family room in basement
LR kit den or dining room
40X64 building included
large bath 3 room and
489-2054
56
753-33
bath apt
ADORABLE 3 bedroom
2 BR House for sale
brick home with garage
S
408
lot,
large
C/H/A,
outside city limits
lust
a)St 759.10569 S4 000
and
building
Storage
26R house 5 acres.
fenced backyard. Great
83
759-46
0
$35.00
starter home. 767-9219
3 bedroom brick 228
MUST sell 3BR 26A quiet
Sharon Church Road
Outside of
Central air, carport, fenced subdivision
miles Approxi3
town
$4,500
0
d,
$69,00
backyar
0 759-1856
down, owner finance Call mately $95.00
NICE 4 BR. 2 Bath home,
480-837-8327
7+ acres with natural
3 bedroom. 2 bath in
spring, fence for horses,
Southwest Villa 753-2452
also licensed beauty shop
3 BR 2400 sq ft under North of Murray close to
roof, 10 min. from town, town $145,000 Owner reKirksey area, mid-80's locating 753-6342.
270-489-2119
www.kyfsbodirect.com
LAKEFRONT Cedar home See local FSBO listings
on
I
in Canton Heights
w/picture and description.
Lake Barkley Pictures 'at Advertise your property
http.//tern.doan.home mch -$10 no commission. Call
$125,000
com
767-9308 for info
Or
(270)767-0433
(270)293-5090
Motorcycles & ATV',
WELL maintained 2 bedroom brick Quiet street,
96 Honda VFR750 sportfenced back yard and garbike, red, new tired. sharp
26
489-28
area
den
i21:) 210-4219
759-1376

t

The Original Lawn Pro

E77
T:
i.3,
DO.,
WEc.

401 Sycamore • 759-3500
ys
Lot Financing - Bank Financing - Worrunt

•,‘Iatir

Full Service Lawn & Landscape Maintenance

28

Weekly
Payment.
.
S
$75 •
$80
$70
$70
$75
$75
$80

D CARS
FAUGHN'S USE
• 1-800-279-7715

Farms For Sale

FREE MOWING!!*

.Comprebensixe Exams for Glasses $ Costid Law
•Treatment of Eye Infections
'Large Selection of Designer Frames and Sunglasses
Nast Insurance Accepted
"Quality Eyecarefor the Entire Family"

762-0000

KEY AUTO PARTS
Home of 25 Acres of Car & Truck Parts

NOW BUYING ALUMINUM CANS
& ALL ALUMINUM
1850 Hwy. 121 South • Murray
270-753-5562 • 270-293-1211

Sewing By Steven
Interior Textile Design
* Window Treatments
* Bedding * Accessories
Tailored and Priced 7b Please!

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

Jason Billington

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

Bob Biliington

provides coverage for
*MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS
*BONDS
•LONG-TERM CARE
*FARMERS
*HEALTH
*MOTORCYCLES
*WORKERS COMPENSATION (Group & Individual)
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751

*LIFE INSURANCE
*AUTOMOBILES
*HOMEOWNERS
*COMMERCIAL

UGLY ROOF STAINS

AWAY®
Roof-Brite®
Since 1968
LIFETIME WARRANTY
ABOUT
ASK

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

SeP Web Site for Discount!,
WWW ARBROOF COM

gBack
Teens' budding relationship Lookin
10 years ago
as part of promotion
Published
rn
conce
gives parent cause for
for Dairy Industry is a picture of

The role of
herbal supplements
DEAR DR.(;OTT: When I read
your columns, I am often curious
why medical doctors fail to mention
herbal treatments. I've been taking
an herbal remedy for the sympof
toms
menopause, and
am well-satisfied. After the
first week, my
sweats
night
and hot flashes
disappeared.
Dr. Got' Please don't
downplay phytoestrogens.
By
DEAR
Dr. Peter Gott
READER: OK,
I won't.
The reason that herbal remedies
are not generally recommended by
the medical profession is that the
compounds are usually ineffective
and many have major problems in
purity and quality, according to
medical authorities. Most women
pass through menopause relatively
uneventfully, except for moodiness
and hot flashes.
For those women who suffer
more severe symptoms such as
heavy bleeding. hormone replacement therapy, prescribed by a physician, is more appropriate.
However, as I have stated before,
you can't argue with success.
Therefore, if phytoestrogens have
helped you. all well and good.
Continue with the therapy. I have no
information that the practice could
he harmful.
Newest I 1,
and Gift Skoppe
ticen:

• Green Leaf Cinid/e4

• Mary Erigellircif • Home Decor:.
•

To give you related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Menopause." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the
title.
DEAR DR. G017: Over the
past year. I've suffered from pimples all over my body. They get
large, coalesce and form lesions.
While serving in Korea, I contracted
hemorrhagic fever. Has this come
back to haunt me?
DEAR READER: Korean hemorrhagic fever is a serious viral
infection that causes bruising, kidney damage and — unless treated
with anti-viral drugs — coma and
death.
Because your Korean service
occurred so long ago, I do not
believe that your skin infection is a
consequence of hemorrhagic fever.
Seek out a dermatologist to discover the cause of your problem.
DEAR DR. G017: A year or so
ago. I fell on my tailbone, injuring
it. To this day. any pressure on the
area results in a great deal of pain,
despite cortisone shots, manipulation and physical therapy. My doctor now suggests removal of the
coccyx. Do you agree with him?
DEAR READER: Injuries to the
coccyx, a vestigial bone at the base
of the spine, may lead to a chronic
pain syndrome that resists non-surgical treatment.
If you are at the end of your rope
and have tried injections, analgesics
and other traditional therapy, surery may be your best option. It is,
by and large. curative and is not
dangerous because the coccyx lies
well below the spinal cord. Follow
your doctor's guidance.
Copyright 2004, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.
If readers would like to contact
Dr. Gott, they may send their
mail directly to Dr. Gott do
United Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
4th fi., New York. NY 10016.
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Ms. Jersey #61 who is among about
DEAR ABBY: My daughter. friendships.
140 cows that are housed at Murray
"Chris," is 14. She'll be graduating
University Dairy Farm. About
to
State
fourth
From
ABBY:
DEAR
of
from eighth grade in a couple
are milked there
weeks. Over the last few months. I ninth grade. I attended a small 72 Jersey cows
County there are
Calloway
In
daily.
was
It
Delaware.
in
school
Christian
drivhave been
about 15 dairy operations. The
ing her and a a great experience because the
photo was by Staff Photographer
group of boys teachers and the students were able
Amy Wilson.
and girls to the to really get to know one another.
Births reported include a boy to
One of the teachers, Mr. C., was
on
movies
Mrs. Roger Smith, June 1; a
and
Dr.
ever
could
student
a
best
the
of
one
nights.
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and Gerry Puckett, a girl
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to
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Roger Wilson, a boy to
and
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to
especially
taught,
he
subjects
the
romantic
into a
Anderson and a
Roddy
and
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relationship with U.S. history.
Lancaster.
Kevin
and
Karen
to
boy
who
mom,
my
to
talking
While
15-year-old
a
June 3.
who was a co-teacher with Mr. C., about
"Bob,"
boy.
Dear Abby lives close by an upcoming business trip to
The Youth Choir of First Baptist
Church presented a concert June 5 at
her Asheville, N.C.. Mom mentioned
in
is
and
By Abigail
is
class. In her jun- that Mr. C. lives there and encour- the church. Stephen Littlefield
Van Buren
minister of music. Accompanists for
ior high school, aged me to try to find him. Well, it
the choir were Janet Finch. Carol
turned out that Mr. C. was the only
this is described as "going out."
and Joyce Herndon.
book.
Thompson
phone
Asheville
the
in
C.
Mr.
also
They
I know they kiss.
20 years ago
We spent a wonderful afternoon
dance together at a local hangout on
The new ramp for handicapped
Saturday nights. I could refuse to reminiscing about his days as a
persons has been completed at the
drive them to the movies together, teacher and mine as a student.
Calloway County courthouse.
but they would probably meet there Although I don't remember much
will
I
Pictured are Donnie Myatt and R.W.
taught.
he
subjects
the
about
anyway.
with
spent
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forget
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while
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shoulders.
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a
together.
of God Church on
Assembly
Abby. can you guide me in this? always there for us.
East. Darrell Ramsey is
94
was:
Highway
lines
favorite
his
of
One
also
am
I
I trust my daughter, but
one
only
the
pastor.
aware that 14- and 15-year-olds "Don't hurt him! He is
Dr. Kenneth W. Winters spoke
have a lot of raging 'hormones. we have like him!" Now that I work
about "Development of Industry
Please advise. -- WISHES KIDS with children, I find myself using
During the Revolutionary Era" at a
his favorite phrase.
CAME WITH HANDBOOKS
your
meeting of the Captain Wendell
encourage
please
Abby,
that
agree
I
WISHES:
DEAR
Chapter of the Daughters of
who
Oury
teachers
those
thank
to
teenagers have raging hormones. readers
Revolution held at
-American
lives.
the
their
in
difference
a
made
deal
to
way
intelligent
and the most
Restaurant.
Corral
Golden
with it is to keep the teens occupied. GRATEFUL
30 years ago
DEAR GRATEFUL: Everyone
You are already on the right track.
A preliminary cost estimate has
keeping the lines of communication wants to know that he or she has
the entire cost of the proplaced
difference.
a
made
you.
open, for which I applaud
I see no harm in your daughter
being at the movies with this boy
and a group of friends on weekends
in light of the fact that you are providing the transportation and they
are in a group. But much of her free
tricks without breathing hard.
time should be occupied with conSouth dealer.
The outcome seems normal, but
Both sides vulnerable.
structive pursuits such as sports,
fact better defense would have
in
NORTH
activities
and
volunteer work, music
the contract. Upon viewing
stopped
9
Q
•
that will give her "service credits",_
the dummy, West can place South
5
8
Q
K
•
interher
toward college. Develop
with the A-K of spades and ace of
•K Q J 10
ests. Keep her goal-oriented.
diamonds tor his opening bid. Atter
*J 6 3
Encourage her to develop platonic
the queen of clubs holds at trick two,
EAST
WEST
West should conclude that the only
•8 3
•J 10 5
chance for the defense lies in scoring
•10 9 7 4 2
•A6
a trump trick that does not exist nat•8 5 3 2
•7 4
urally'.
+74
*A K Q 10 8 2
West should therefore lead a low
SOUTH
club instead of the ace at trick three.
•A K 7 6 4 2
As it happens. East is able to ruff
•3
dummy's jack ofclubs with the eight
•A 96
ofspades. after which South must go
*9 5
down one, whatever he does. His
The bidding:
best play is to overruff, hoping the
East
North
West
South
remaining trumps are divided 2-2,
Pass
2•
2
1+
but when West turns up w ith the 14*
Pass
I 0-x, the contract is down one.
Opening lead — king of clubs.
Note that West does not lead the
Anyone can take tricks with aces
K-A and a low club, since East might
and kings; the real challenge lies in
make the mistake of rufling the third
taking .tricks with lower-ranking
cards. Consider this deal where club low, thinking South has the
declarer made four spades. West queen. Instead. West leads the K-Q
started with the K-Q-A of clubs, of clubs, announcing he has the ace,
South rufling the third club as East and then continues w ith a low club to
c27
2005.
5,
discarded a heart. Declarer drew emphasize the need for East to ruff
c4 FEBRUARY
trumps. lost a heart and made 10 with his highest trump.
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WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE FOR I
YOUR BIRTHDAY,GARFIELD'?

41 Poet's
contraction
42 Ms. Lauder
46 Broken-off
glacier
49 Urge on
51 Corrode
53 Train track
54 Coral habitat
55 Memorable
times
56 Gruff
57 Earth's star
58 Dinner course
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plastic
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1 Passports etc
2 Sightseeing
trip
3 Long-active
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23 Stay
24 Blvds
25 Telescope
part
26 PST minus 3
27 0-Tip e g
28 Puts out a
runner
29 Vote in favor
31 Big fuss
32 Leather punch
33 Beneficiary
36 Grain crop
37 Rx givers
40 Within the law
41 Give a wolfish
look
43 Very
to Francois
44 Lira successor
45 Jacob s twin
46 Subzero
comment
47 — de cologne
48 Eliminate
50 Pnzm maker
52 Recipe qty
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10 House addition
11 Mount a
gemstone
19 Food cooker
21 Contented
sigh

14

13

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. June 9. the
161st day of 2004. There are 205
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago. on June 9. 1954.
in one of the most dramatic confrontations of the Senate-Army
Hearings, Army special counsel
Joseph N. Welch denounced
Senator Joseph R. McCarthy's
attack on a member of Welch's law
firm, Frederick G. Fisher. Said
Welch to McCarthy: "Have you no
sense of decency. sir, at long last?
Have you left no sense of decency?"
On this date;
In 1953. about 100 people died
when a tornado struck Worcester.
Mass.
In 1969. the U.S. Senate confirmed Warren Burger to he the new
chief justice of the United States.
succeeding Earl Warren.
In 1973, Secretariat hecafite
horse racing's first Triple Cro n
winner in 25 years by winning the
Belmont Stakes.
In 1978, leaders of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
struck down a 148-year-old policy
of excluding black men from the
Mormon priesthood.
In 1980, comedian Richard
Pryor suffered almost fatal burns at
his San Fernando Valley. Calif..
home when a mixture of "free-base"
cocaine exploded.
In 1985. American educator
Thomas Sutherland was kidnapped
in Lebanon; he w as released in
November 1991.

2004 United Feature Syndi:3ii-
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Mill

Todaylnilistory

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

12

6/9/04

posed Murray-Calloway County
Park at $640,000, excluding costs
for the nine-hole golf course.
Joe Oakley is Calloway County's
newest Kentucky State Troopet.
has been covering Marshall County
for the past five years.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bince Tusa Jr..
June 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Russell will he
married for SO years June 15.
40 years ago
Airman First Class Jack A.
Caldwell, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.M.
Caldwell of Murray. has graduated
from the United States Air Force
Officers'
Noncommissioned
Preparatory School at Turner Air
Force Base, Georgia.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Lassiter, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Stone. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dean Dix and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Bowling.
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn C. Huie
were married for 50 years June 7.
50 years ago
Thomas H. Overcast. metalsmith
third class. United States Navy. is
serving aboard the attack cargo ship
USS Libra. just returning 1mm a
five-month tour of duty with the
the
in
Fleet
Sixth
U.S.
Mediterranean Sea area.
Barbara Ashcraft and Max R.
Brandon were married June I at
First Methodist Church, Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Stone, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Lofton. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Thomas Wells and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hope.
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's Club
participated in this year's Murray Woman
Murray Middle School students recently
tromRaj,
a
Rebecc
a Summerville, bassoon;
Competition. Pictured left to right are Chelse
horn;
French
t,
Blodget
Ferguson, trumpet; Adam
bone; Alyssa Erickson, flute; Anne
RunBetsy
and
flute;
k,
Mikulci
trumpet; Kristen
Madeah Daubert, trumpet; Kaelie King,
Copeland, violin.
nels, violin. Not pictured is Cassidy
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Spend Some Time Witk

LADY LUCK

•

in Tunica Jult) 20 & 21
•I,

certain kind of
Step onto the casino floor and you can feel it — a
call it
electricity in the air. Some say it's LUCK. Others just
Casino
"ACTION." Whatever it is, you'll find it at Gold Strike
plus roundtrip
Resort in Tunica. Four meals, all taxes and gratuities,
transportation are included!

ns NOWt
Call Patti at 753-S62S to make your reservatio

•
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AIVNIVERSAW SPECIALS!
4 Pizza
16-in., 1 topping

l
il
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el
at
Il
•

$5.99

Home of the Calzone

12-in., Cheese

Dine-In • Free Delivery • Carryout

$3.99
•

762-0441
11 oz. Ribeye Dinner S8
Served With Side Salad, Side Item & Garlic Bread
Offer Good Thru July 10, 2004

Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
817 Coldwater Road, Past Five Points

NECK & BACK PAIN? HEADACHES?
Common Symptoms:
*Back Pain
•

*Headaches

L4Numtlne9s
\
\
1014eck Pain
'
*Arm & Leg Pain
*Stiffness
*Hip Pain
*Arthritis
*Bursitis
*Pain In Joints

Dr. B. Dobry Etherton
Dr. V. Wade Etherton

*Shoulder Pain
*Whiplash

NO WAIT POLICY
Call Today For An Appointment!

759-0030

Limited Time Offer

FREE
EXAM
I
And Two X-Rays
If Required
Most Insurance Covers
Your Care And
We'll File For You!
Expires In 30 Days.
Due To The Federal
Regulations, Some
Medicare Restrictions
May Apply

Etherton Chiropractic of Murray, PSC
Murray
1102 Chestnut Street (next to Krystal's) •
/72i nOurS any obligation to nay to. services
You have nIn 'welt to rescind within seventy two

,
'
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